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SUMMARY

Introduction

The exploration of the nucleus is a delicate task as it can only
be made by indirect observations. So nuclear experiments depend
strongly on the techniques being available. The general technical
improvements have quickly been introduced to the field of nuclear
science often in very specialized forms. The progress in accelerators,
detectors, electronics and computers made the experiments presented
here feasible.

Fission

The liquid drop model, according to which the nucleus is like an
incompressible and uniformly charged liquid drop, was used by Bohr
and Wheeler (Ref. 1) in their account of the mechanism of nuclear
fission. If a nucleus (liquid drop) for some reason is disturbed
from its equilibrium form, the Coulomb energy will decrease, while
the surface energy will increase. For stable nuclei the change in
Coulomb energy is smaller than the change in surface energy as a
function of deformation. So we have a fission barrier. (See fig. 1.)

For increasing element number the Coulomb energy increases faster than
the surface energy. So if we try to produce nuclei with more and
more protons we will reach a point where the fission barrier vanishes.
Such a nucleus will undergo immediate fission.

Classically we have either a fission barrier and no fission or no
barrier and immediate fission. Quantum mechanically we can have
penetration of the barrier by the tunnel effect and thus have
spontaneous fission. The larger the barrier, the lower the probability
of fission and the longer the half-life.

It is possible to increase the fission probability by giving the
nucleus excitation energy. Thus bombarding nuclei with particles
may induce fission. If the excitation energy is low, the nucleus may
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Figure 1. Fission barriers according to the liquid drop model.
The solid curve is for a nucleus in the uranium
region (A ̂ 240) and the dashed curve is for a
nucleus in the rare earth region (A ̂ 165). S indi-
cates the maximum of the barrier (the saddle point).
K indicates the scission point, i.e. the point
where the nucleus is divided into two fragments.
(From ¥*ne, ref. 2).



still be below the fission barrier and decay by tunnelling. What
increases the fission probability is a combination of increased
level density and a thinner barrier to penetrate. For higher
energies we come above the barrier. In both cases fission competes
with other modes of deexcitation.

For heavy nuclei the liquid drop model predicts symmetric mass
distributions. This is because it gives higher potential energy
(and thus a higher barrier) for asymmetric than for symmetric
deformations. But spontaneous fission and low energy induced
fission of nuclei in the actinide region give experimental mass
distributions which are highly asymmetric. (As an illustration
fig. 2 shows examples of asymmetric and symmetric distributions.)
The explanation was given as early as 1961 by Johansson (Ref. 3),
who showed that the interaction of levels of opposite parity makes

o
UJ

a. 2

0.3 0.4 0.5

RELATIVE MASS
0.7

252Figure 2. Examples of asymmetric mass distributions ( Cf,
spontaneous fission, dashed curve) and symmetric
mass distributions (^09Bi, fission induced by
600 MeV protons, solid curve). AF is the mass
number of the fissioning nucleus.



the nuclei very soft to octupole (asymmetric) deformation. He
found that for very elongated shapes» which are of interest in
fission, stable octupole deformation occurs. The potential
surface of the fission barrier will therefore possess two
asymmetric valleys. Later more detailed calculations have
confirmed this explanation. As an example the potential surface

236for U is shown in fig. 3. Thus to explain the asymmetric mass
distribution for heavy nuclei the single particle effects have
to be taken into consideration.

cO
Figure 3. Schematic plot of the deformation energy surface for

zgxU as a function of the symmetric deformation
coordinate £34 a nd a coordinate £35, which gives the
asymmetric deformation. The curves in fig. 1 represent
cuts in such surfaces without taking the single
particle effects into consideration. (After S.G. Nilsson)

For an incident particle with several hundred MeV kinetic energy
the process between the initial inelastic reaction and the fission
products, which are experimentally detected, is rather complicated.
Fig. 4 (from Ref. 4) illustrates the current picture of what
happens.
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After the primary interaction between the incident particle and
-22the target nucleus we have a fast intranuclear cascade (̂  10 sec).

During this we have two-body collisions. Pions may be produced

and interact with nucleons. Some particles may leave the nucleus.

Afterwards we have what is called a cascade residual nucleus. This

is characterized by mass number, charge and excitation energy.

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of cascade residuals in th? N-Z plane

for 400 MeV photons and 600 MeV protons incident on goBi. (These

energies are of interest in connection with this work.) We can

see that we have a larger distribution for the protons. We further

notice that the pion production is of greater importance for the

photons. (For incident protons charge number 84 can be reached

by adding the proton to the 83 protons of the Bi nucleus. But for

incident photons a ir~ must leave the nucleus to reach 84 protons.)

Still mean values are very much the same

600

400

MeV

MeV

protons

photons

n

mean

205.8

205.9

mean

82.7

82.3

r*

"mean

158 MeV

162 MeV

If we compare the angular momentum of the cascade residuals we

find for 600 MeV protons and Tb as target nucleus 7.5 ft (Paper V).

The value for 400 MeV photons is approximately the same (Ref. 5).

After the cascade we have an energy equilibration. The nucleus

deexcites by evaporating particles (n, p, d, t, He, He). Or

it fissions. If so, the (primary) fragments are accelerated by

the Coulomb interaction and they deexcite by particle evaporation

(mainly neutrons) and y-emission to give the fission products.

Most of these are radioactive and decay by 8- and ^-emission

until they reach the line of 6-stability.

What information can we obtain experimentally that can be compared

to theory? It depends on the experimental techniques used. With

the double-kinetic-energy method we have used, we measure the
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Figure 5. Distribution of cascade residuals in the N-Z plane
for a) 400 MeV photons and b) 600 MeV protons
incident on 2 0 9Bi. For each nuciide the symbol
shows the relative number of cascade nuclei.

kinetic energy of the fission products. We obtain distributions
for both the total kinetic energy and the single fragment kinetic
energy. We obtain average single fragment kinetic energy and
average total kinetic energy as a function of the mass and their
standard deviations. We obtain mass distributions. From angular
correlations between complementary fission products the momentum
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and excitation energy distributions of cascade residuals leading
to fission can be extracted. We determine cross sections. And
we deduce fission barriers.

Thesis

The first part of the work was performed at the Lund electron
synchrotron in 1974, using a bremsstrahlung beam of 600 MeV
maximum energy. Thin targets (for details see ref. 6) were
placed in a vacuum chamber and the fission products were regis-
tered in coincidence using Si surface barrier detectors. Later
the vacuum chamber was moved to the 600 MeV proton synchro-
cyclotron at CERN and a series of experiments was performed
in 1975 - 1979. Data were collected on line and stored event
by event on magnetic tape for later analysis in Lund.

Paper I

In this experiment the double-kinetic-energy method was used for
the first time in our laboratory. Apart from the results obtained
we gained experience without which the experiments in papers III -
VII could not have been performed. The experimental set up was

252tested with a Cf source. This was also throughout all the
experiments used to calibrate the detectors using both the fission
fragments and the a-particies. The elements investigated were U,
Th and Bi and as the rest of the targets used they were of the
natural composition. The experiment was performed in the collimated
bremsstrahlung beam of the Lund 1200 MeV electron synchrotron
using 600 MeV electrons.

The bremsstrahlung beam contains photons of all energies up to the
electron energy. We will thus have fission events induced by photons
from the threshold up to the maximum energy. The distribution of
events according to photon energy will depend on both the variation
of the cross section with photon energy and the photon energy
spectrum, which is roughly a 1/k spectrum, where k is the photon
energy. For elements with low fission barriers, as U and Th, we
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will thus have a large contribution from the giant resonance

region, which is absent for Bi.

We determined the energy distributions both for the total kinetic

energy and the single fragment kinetic energy. We further deter-

mined the averages of both the single fragment kinetic energy and

the total fragment kinetic energy and their standard deviations

as a function of the provisional mass. The mass distribution for

Bi is compared to a liquid drop model calculation and activation

analysis data. Good agreement is obtained. The results of this

experiment show that for Bi we have symmetric fission.

Paper II

As mentioned in the introduction, if we have a particle with

several hundred MeV kinetic energy incident on a nucleus, several

things happen between the initial reaction and the detection of

the fission products. These affect the angular correlation

between complementary fission products. This correlation is also

affected by geometric quantities. The calculations (computer code

SOLID) reported in this paper give relations between angular

correlations and momentum- and excitation energy distributions.

The free parameter in the calulations is the distribution of the

component parallel to the beam direction of the linear momentum

imparted in the cascade. This distribution is changed to obtain

a good fit to the experimentally observed (in-plane) angular

correlation. We then also get the ratio of the number of coinci-

dences to the total number of fragments entering one of the

detectors, which is used in the determination of the fission cross

section. SOLID has proved very useful in experimental design too,

as with an assumed momentum distribution we can see how the counting

rate depends on the geometric configuration.

In an appendix some comments are given on the sensitivity of the

calculated results to small changes in the values of different

parameters used in the calculations, i.e. the cascade and evapora-

tion momentum, the fissioning nucleus, the correlation between

excitation energy and parallel and perpendicular momentum and the
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mass loss during cascade and evaporation. The conclusion is that

the calculated average values of the excitation energy and linear

momentum imparted in the cascade are found insensitive to

variations in the values of the various parameters used.

Paper H I

It is of great interest to compare theoretical predictions and

experimental results for the variation of both the fissility and

the mass distribution with the fissioning nucleus. We then wanted

to study elements lighter than Bi. The counting rate was however

too low in the Lund bremsstrahlung beam so we continued the experi-

ment with 600 MeV protons at CERN. The counting rate was now

limited by the duty factor (0.5) and detector pile up. A disadvantage

with protons compared to bremsstrahlung is that the interaction

is not so well known. On the other hand we have monoenergetic

particles incident on the target.

From now on we use a start (transmission) detector on one detector

arm. In this and the next two papers it consisted of two 10 yg/cm

thick carbon foils from which electrons were emitted on the passage

of heavy reaction products. The electrons were partly collected on

the entrance cone of a Channel Electron Multiplier tube. By

mearjring the flight time between this detector and the surface

barrier detector behind it the mass of the fragment could be

determined. In practice, however, under beam conditions the time

resolution is so bad that with a flight path of 10 cm the mass

determination is useless. But the time information from the start

detector and the surface barrier detectors is quite crucial for

sorting out the fission events from all other signals.

In this paper we report results on Tb and Ag. The fission cross

sections and total kinetic energies were determined. The mass

distributions are of symmetric shape.
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Paper IV

We here report results from further runs on Ag and Tb and first

runs on La. The symmetric mass distributions for Tb and Ag are

confirmed. But for La we unexpectedly found indications of an

asymmetric mass distribution. The number of events is small (125),

so we decided to collect more data (see paper VI).

Fig. 6 shews the fission barrier heights for nuclei along the line

of beta-stability calculated with three different macroscopic

models. These are the liquid drop model (LDM, ref. 7), the modified

liquid drop model (MLDM, ref. 8) and the droplet model (DM, ref. 9).

The circles on the curves shown in fig. 6 indicate for each theory

the approximate location of the so-called Businaro-Galione point.

Above this point the symmetric saddle is instable only towards

fission, but below it becomes instable against two degrees of

freedom, i.e. fission and mass-asymmetry. Below the Businaro-

Gallone point the fragment mass-iistribution is supposed to be

highly asymmetric and above symmetric. The experimental mass distri-

butions for Tb and La are in agreement with the predictions by

theory. But for Ag we have disagreement as the increase in the

width of the mass distribution is not seen experimentally.

Paper V

We have experimentally determined the coincidence rate as a function

of the angle between the detectors for Ag, La and Tb. Using SOLID

we can from this calculate the fissility as a function of excitation

energy, which gives for each element a value of af/a , i.e. the

ratio of the level density parameter at the saddle point and the

ground state. In the fission-spallation competition calculations,

we have two free parameters specifying the properties of the saddle

point, i.e. the fission barrier height and af/a . With the latter

determined we obtain the fission barriers, which turn out to be

lower than predicted by macroscopic theories. It is interesting to

note that the lower than normal value of the total fissility for

La compared to Ag and Tb is not caused by a higher than normal
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Figure 6. The curves show the macroscopic fission barrier
heights for nuclei along the line of beta-stability.
The results of the three different theories are
shown:

LDM liquid drop model (ref. 7)
MLDM modified liquid drop model (ref. 8)
DM droplet model (ref. 9)

The circles on the curves indicate the positions
of the Businaro-Gallone points in the theories.
Also shown are experimental fission barriers from
this work (•) and ref. 10 (+). Three barriers from
the recent calculation of Möller and Nix (ref. 11)
are shown as (x).
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fission barrier but by a lower than normal value on Ja

The total kinetic energies at symmetric mass divisions are higher

than predicted by the liquid drop model and follow closely the

Viola semi-empirical formula.

Paper VI

Two modifications of the experimental set up were made. A new start

detector was used. It consisted of a 20 yg/cm carbon foil, placed

at 45° with respect to the time-of-flight path, viewed by two

channel electron multiplier plates. These are not so sensitive to

radiation damage as the channel electron multiplier tube. The

new start detector gave a larger solid angle too. Further a

gasionization chamber was placed on the other detector arm. It

consisted of 9.4 cm of 90% Ar - 10% CH. gas at a pressure of

20 torr for energy loss measurements. These as well as the measure-

ments of the time difference between the anode of the gasionization

chamber and the surface barrier detector behind it has been

valuable for the sorting out of the fission events especially for

the lightest target elements.

In this paper we give results for runs on Y, Sb and La. The total

kinetic energies at symmetric mass division are still in good

agreement with Viola's empirical relationship. The mass distribu-

tions for Y and Sb are symmetric, while the La mass distribution

is broad with an indication of asymmetry, we then decided to run

the neighbouring element Ce as well (paper VII). No indication is

found of the Businaro-Gallone limit for target elements down to

Se (unpublished data).

Paper VII

Our results on Ce and Yb are reported. For Yb we obtain a symmetric

mass distribution. For Ce the mass distribution is broad, like the

one we obtained for La, with a strong indication of asymmetry.

As discussed above fission of nuclei in the actinide region give

asymmetric mass distributions. It is well-known that if we bombard
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e.g. uranium with protons of increasing kinetic energy, the valley

between the two peaks in the mass distribution is filled in (see

fig. 7). We thus have a mixture of asymmetric and symmetric fission.

The reason is that when we increase the proton energy, we increase

the excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus. The asymmetric

saddle remains. But the importance of the difference between the

heights of the symmetric and the asymmetric barrier becomes less

and the probability of symmetric fission increases.

The shape and width of the La and Ce mass distributions remind of

the U mass distribution for 600 MeV protons. This indicates that

the saddle is asymmetric. As there is a periodicity in the single

particle levels the explanation could be the same as for the

actinide region given above.
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Conclusions

When we compare the predictions of the macroscopic fission models

with our experimental results we find several shortcomings of

the models:

1) The predicted Businaro-Gallone point is not seen experi-

mentally.

2) The predicted fission barriers are too high. In fig. 6 the

filled circles are the fission barriers determined in this

experiment. Some other experimental values taken from ref. 10

are also shown (+). In a recent calculation Möller and Nix

(ref. 11) obtained fission-barrier heights of 28 nuclei.

The three with the lowest mass numbers are shown in fig. 6

(x). The agreement with our experimental values for Ag and

Tb is good.

3) The predicted total kinetic energies at symmetric mass

divisions are too low. Our experimental values are in good

agreement with the empirical relation of Viola.

We find broad mass distributions with an indication of asymmetry

for La and Ce. We believe that this could be explained by single

particle effects.
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Fragment energy correlation measurements have been made for 23SU, 232Th and 209Bi with
bremsstrahlung of 600 MeV maximum energy. The study was performed with silicon
surface barrier detectors. Distributions of kinetic energy as a function of fragment mass are
presented. The results are compared with earlier photofission data and, in the case of
bismuth, with calculations based on the liquid drop model.

1. Introduction

Intermediate energy photofission studies in heavy
elements include determinations of cross sections,
recoil properties, mass- and charge distributions and
kinetic energy distributions. A review of earlier photo-
fission data and the implications of using bremsstrah-
lung as photon source may be found in [1]. In the
present work, which is part of a systematic study of
photofission in progress at our laboratory, we present
results from measurements of correlated energies of
fission fragment pairs using semiconductor detectors.
Earlier measurements of this type have been performed
with maximum bremsstrahlung energies of 1 GeV [2]
and of 0.2-1.15 GeV [3]. In the latter study only single
fragment energy measurements were made. The results
of those two experiments are in disagreement concern-
ing the amounts of symmetric and asymmetric fission
for uranium. Also disagreement with the liquid drop
model calculations [4] is reported for bismuth [2].
The aim of the present work is to resolve the disagree-
ments reported above and to compare for bismuth the
experimental results with results obtained from
cascade-evaporation calculations combined with the
liquid drop model [4] and some general assumptions
concerning the fission process [5].

2. Experimental Method

In this experiment thin targets of U, Th and Bi, all of
natural composition, were irradiated with bremsstrah-

lung of 600 MeV maximum energy from the Lund
electron synchrotron. The targets, thicknesses around
200jig/cm2, were fabricated by vacuum evaporation
from UF4, ThF4 and Bi on carbon backings of thick-
nesses 4Oug/cm2. During irradiations the targets were
situated in a vacuum scattering chamber together with
two surface barrier detectors of the heavy-ion type. The
detectors were placed colinear to each other forming
right angles with the photon beam direction. A sche-
matic diagram of source, detectors, electronics and data
acquisition system is given in Figure 1. A real event is
characterized by simultaneous pulses, resolving time
1 us, in the two detectors during the photon pulse. Data
were collected event by event, blocked and stored on
magnetic tape to permit later off-line analysis.
Kinetic energies £ , and £ 2 were obtained, from the two
pulse heights in the surface barrier detectors, using the
mass dependent calibration method suggested by
Schmitt et al. [6]. An iterative procedure was used to
determine the energies and the provisional masses /(,
and n2, the latter defined below:

+ E2)

(1)

(2)

where a choice had to be made of A f as the system is not
completely determined by the measured quantities. The
values used were 230,225 and 200 amu for U, Th and Bi,
respectively. Corrections for energy losses in backing
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brtfnsstrahlung
b«am

from
microtron

Fig. I. Experimental arrangement showing target, detectors, electronics and computer. The abbieviations stand for PA preamplifier. 1.4 linear
amplifier, TSCA: timing single channel analyser, ( T charge terminator. Si slow coincidence. <jD(j gate and delay generator. /.(< linear gate.
ADC analog to digital converter and DISP: display

and target according to (3) were included in the
iteration procedure, which continued until the differ-
ence between two consecutive values of /i was less than
0.1 amu

(3)

The constants c and c' were determined from energy
loss measurements for fragments from 252Cf.

3. Results and Discussion

The results given mainly concern kinetic energy data.
This is because the masses are forced by the calculation
method to give a reflection symmetric distribution
around the value AF/2, where AFis the adopted value of
the mass of the fissioning nucleus. Using intermediate
energy bremsstrahlung the mass distributions for ura-
nium and thorium are, however, known to be com-
posed of one double humped part (asymmetric di-
vision) and one single humped part (symmetric di-
vision), the latter being displaced some amu towards
lower masses [7], it is therefore not surprising, that the
agreement between the mass distributions obtained in

the present work and in experiments using activation
analysis methods [7] is not very good in the cases of
uranium and thorium. For bismuth on the other hand
good agreement is obtained [5].
The uncertainty in the mass determination does not
disturb the energy determination to any significant
degree. Thus, a difference in mass of 7 amu in Af causes
an energy shift via the calibration equation of only one
per cent. Comparison of our results for 2 "Cf with
published kinetic energy distributions [6] indicate an
energy resolution of 1.5 MeV.

The results obtained are presented in Figures 2 8. The
overall fission yields as a function of single fragment
kinetic energy, Ek, and total fragment kinetic energy,
£ioi = £\ + £2 • a r e s n o w n in Figures 2-4 for U, Th and
Bi, respectively. There is a clear difference in Figures 2 b-
4b between the two heavier elements U and Th on the
one hand, and the lighter element Bi on the other. Thus,
in the Bi case the distribution of single fragment kinetit-
energies shows a single hump, characteristic for sym-
metric fission. The heavier elements show two humps
characteristic for asymmetric fission, although the
lower of these humps is broader indicating existence of
symmetric division as well.
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j o e - a

moo- a

500^

0 100

EJMeV!

Fig. 2. Kinetic energy distributions for 238U. Shown are a) the over-
all fission yield N(£M) versus the total kinetic energy £,„, and b) the
over-all fission yield ;Vl£,) versus the single fragment kinetic energy

E.s. :« •» •

A
FIR. 4. Kinetic energy distributions foi ;""Bi. See cap'.ion of [ igurc;

Fig. 3. K inetic energy distributions for2 U 7 h. See caption of Figure 2

The average single kinetic energy. £(/<). the average
total kinetic energy. £,„,(/<). and their standard de-
viations are presented versus the provisional mass n in
Figures?-7 for U, Th and Bi, respectively. The above
mentioned difference is also seen in these figures. For
uranium and thorium both single fragment and total
kinetic energies show a dip in the mass region 100 to
130amu typical for low energy fission of heavy ele-
ments, whereas in the case of Bi there is no dip
indicating symmet^.: fission only. It is interesting to
notice the peaks in the standard deviations of the two
energy quantities, situated around 105 and 125 amu for
uranium, and 100 and 125 amu for thorium, that is
when passing from the asymmetric to the symmetric
part of the mass distribution. They indicate that the
mean energies in these "transition regions" result from
two groups of energy values, corresponding to two
different modes of fission. Similar results with 2 ' "U and
2 " U have recently been reported [K] with bremsstrah-
lung of 25 MeV maximum energy.
Comparing our kinetic energy data with other in-
termediate energy photofission studies with similar
techniques, we find good agreement with the I CieV
study [2] for the single fragment kinetic energy distri-



Kig.5. Averayekinelu: energies lur I Sh . '»n arcitrom N>tt>m to
'opi the average Mnirie fragment k incite c"c;i_". f.c.i anii it*. *luru!arj
deviation, (he average total fragment kuicuc eneriiv 1. ..(..»and itv

'standard deviation wrsus the provisional mass. the error bars give
typical slatlsli.al crror>

V. cr.iirc k ITU

buttons, see Figures 2 and 4. in the case of uranium and
bismuth. The indications of a large >>mmctric com-
ponent in the case of uranium obtained in [}] are not
reproduced in our measurements. Comparing orr
results to those obtained with I CieV protons [l>. lOjue
find our total kinetic energy distribution lor uranium.
Figure2a. to be very similar. I h e ukitho are identical
and our mean values some MeV higher, as could be
expected from the higher execution energies in%i<l\cd
in the proton experiment.

Komar et al. [ 2 | report a d:siii;reement for bi>muth
between experimental kinetic cimjiies and \aliiw^ cal-
culated from the liquk! dr-'p tSieory [4J especially
regarding the slope of ihe /•.,„,(.») curve. In boih the
present work, sec Figure"7, and with l ( i eV piotons
f>. 101 the slopes are somewhat steeper in better
agreement with theory. II our /.,,„!//> lor bismuth is
displaced 5amu per fragment towards lower masses, to
get the mass distribution into accordance with that of
[5] , the shape is similar to that expected Irom the lk|ind
drop model (4). the calculated values being about 10
per cent lower than experimental ones over the whole
mass range. Such a discrepancy is also observed in iR.T. Average kincl.t energies for ""Hi See laption of I i
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other fission studies for a variety of projectiles and
targets [ I I ] .

We have previously performed calculations of the
properties of fission products, i.e. alter neutron evap-
oration irom the primär) fragments, from Hi and An
| 5. I2 | . Starting with a photon-induced cascade fol-
lowed by a slow deexcitation step with fission compet-
ing with evaporation the fissioning nuclei weie ob-
tained, f o r each fissioning nucleus the total kinetic
energy and the primary fragment mass distribution
were deduced from the liquid drop model including
dynamic and statistical effects [4J. From energy con-
servation principles the excitation energy of primary
fragments was obtained and divided between two
complementary fragments in proportion to their mas-
ses. H ie I ' C D (linehanged Charge Distribution!
hypothesis [I3J was employed to obtain the most
probable charge for primary Iragments. I he kinetic
energies of individual fragments followed liom momen-
tum conservation. Finally the changes in mass, charge
and kinetic energy due to evaporation, turning the

primary fragments into secondary products, were eva-
luated. Thus calculated values were obtained for all
experimentally studied quantities.
In Figures we compare the calculated mass distubu-
tum for primary Iragnients (histogram! with the mass
ti ist 11 bin ion obtained in the piemen t study (shaded a tea I
and that obi a i ned with activation analysis mel hods | s |
(gaussian curve!. I he shift in the lallei curve lowaids
lower masses is due to particle evaporation from the
primary Itagmeiilv The location ol the present cm ve is
due to the choice of 1, All thiee curves look very much
the same, their widths being very similar.
In conclusion we may siy that Ihc present work
completes the study ol bismuth undertaken eaiher | 5 |
showing that fission of this element can be completely
understood qualitatively, and to most parts quanti-
tatively, by the liquid d iop model taking the reaction
mechanism into account. The data loi the (wo heavier
elements arc hardei to analyse quantitatively due lo the
large contribution from low excitation energy events
from photoabsorption in the giant resonance region
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The present investigation, however, clearly shows the
contributions from the two types of division, symmetric
and asymmetric fission, and also confirms earlier
investigations with intermediate energy bremsstrah-
lung.

We are indebted to the synchrotron staff for the excellent beam
quality achieved, and to Leif Thånell and Göran Larsson who
constructed, drafted and built the scattering chamber. The computer
codes were to a large ex ter t written by Gert Andersson. The work has
been supported by the Swedish Atomic Research Council.
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A method is described Tor the analysis or angular correlations between complementary fission products. The description is
mainly concerned with fission induced by medium-energy protons but is applicable also to other projectiles and energies. It is
shown that the momentum and excitation energy distributions of cascade residuals leading to fission can be extracted. The
method is illustrated by the analysis of angular correlations reported Tor I GeV proton induced fission of U and Yb.

1. Introduction
Among experiments studying properties of binary

fission a common type is to use two surface barrier
detectors to measure coincidences between comple-
mentary fission products1 4). In fig. 1 such an
experimental situation is sketched, in which
detector 1 is fixed at a laboratory angle w,, while
detector 2 is moveable. The coincidence counting
rate n(ux,uj, i.e. the angular correlation between
fragments, may be written:

n(ut, u2) = 2n.,np G(ut, u2) (da/dfl),,, (1)

where nK is the number of target atoms per unit
area in the beam direction and nf is the number of
bombarding particles per unit time. The differential
fission cross section, (do/dQ)ul, applies to the labo-
ratory angle u,. The total effective solid angle

G(u,,«2) is given by:
u2)= RQi C(ultu2),

Targtt

Particlt b*am

Fig. 1. Sketches of target- and detector configuration and the
counting rate n[ut, u2) - see eq. (1) - versus the laboratory angle
u2 of detector 2. Detector I is kept fixed at i/t.

(2)

where R is the hit ratio, i.e. the number of particles
hitting the target divided by the total number of
particles in the beam. The mean solid angle for
detector 1 is denoted J2,. The coincidence ratio
C(M,,«2) is the ratio of the number of coincidences
to the total number of fragments entering detector
1.

Due to momentum conservation the two comple-
mentary fission fragments are collinear in the cent-
er-of-mass system. (We use the term fragments for
the initial nuclides resulting from fission and
products for these nuclides after neutron evapora-
tion.) In the special case of spontaneous fission, the
coincidence ratio C{u,, u2) is determined by geomet-
ric factors and the recoil momenta from evaporated
neutrons from the fragments. In cases of sizeable
center-of-mass motion, i.e. fission induced by hea-
vy-ions or high energy protons, the value of
C(w,,u2) will also be influenced by momentum
imparted in the initial reaction step. Further contri-
butions to C(uuu2) may arise from prefission
evaporation and spatial intensity variations in the
particle beam.

In the present work we describe a method used
to extract the linear momentum distribution of
nuclei leading to fission. It is shown that pre- and
postfission evaporation as well as the geometric
configuration of the experiment play important
roles in determining the angular correlation. The
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examples given concern mostly medium-energy
proton induced fission, but the method is applicable
to other bombarding particles and energies as
well.

2. Principles of the calculations
The effective solid angle G(«,,«2) ' s determined

by two types of parameters. The geometric quantities
describing the experimental configuration, i.e. di-
mensions and locations of beam, target and detec-
tors, are known for a given experiment. The kine-
matic factors are the direction and magnitude of
linear momentum imparted to the fission products
from different parts of the reaction chain. This
chain involves, in the case of medium-energy
proton induced fission, the fast intra-nuclear cas-
cade, pre-fission evaporation, fission and post-
fission evaporation. The kinematic parameters are
estimated from cascade and evaporation calcula-
tions and from macroscopic theories of the fission
process. The linear momentum imparted in the
cascade corresponds to an excitation energy, which
determines the subsequent evaporation part of the
momentum.

The calculations reported here give relations
between angular correlations and momentum- and
excitation energy distributions. The free parameter
is the distribution of the component parallel to the
beam direction of the linear momentum imparted
in the cascade. This distribution is changed to
obtain a good fit to the experimentally observed
angular correlation between complementary fission
products.

The computer code SOLID, written to perform
these calculations, is briefly described below:
a) The proton beam cross section is divided into a

number of equally spaced location points. A
weight factor may be applied to simulate an
inhomogenous intensity distribution. Each loca-
tion point is tested for hit on the target.

b) For each irradiated target point a number of
possible, equally spaced hit points on detector 1
are defined.

c) From the target hit point under consideration a
bunch of fission products is directed towards
one detector hit point.

d) For each product the directional vector of the
complementary product is calculated using ap-
propriate values of the linear momenta transfer-
red in the different steps of the reiction chain
(see section 3).

e) The values of linear momenta and excitation

energy used for this event are stored (see
section 3).

0 A test is made to find out if product 2 enters
detector 2 If so the same values as in e) are
stored in arrays for product pairs fulfilling the
coincidence requirements.

Then a new point on detector 1 is chosen and the
calculations are repeated from c) until the area of
detector 1 is covered. After that, a new point on the
target is chosen and the calculations are repeated
from b). At the end of the code the mean values for
hit ratio R, coincidence ratio C(«, ,M 2 ) and effective
solid angle G(uuu2) are determined. The output
also includes distributions and mean values of the
linear momentum and excitation energy imparted
in the cascade step. The distributions are divided
into two groups, one applying to all events entering
detector 1, the other only to those fulfilling the
coincidence requirements.

In section 3 the choice of the kinematic quanti-
ties is described and in section 4 some typical
results are presented and discussed.

3. Kinematics
The contributions to the linear momenta of the

fission products in the laboratory system, pM( 1) and
Piab(2), from different parts of the reaction chain are
defined below and sketched in fig. 2. We use the
symbol p for momenta applying to fission products
and the symbol P for initial quantities. From fig. 2
one gets:

= Pt

J»i.b(2) = -

(3a)

(3b)

where pu and p l are the parallell and perpendicular
momenta, with respect to the proton beam direc-
tion, imparted in the cascade, pf is the momentum
caused by the fission process and pb( is the momen-
tum due to evaporation before fission. The ratio
between the mass of fragment 1 and the total mass
of the two fragments is denoted AR. The momenta
plf(\) and />lf (2) are the contributions to products 1
and 2, respectively, from evaporation after fission.
From eqs. (3) follows that the direction and magni-
tude of P|gb(2) may be calculated from

Plab(2) = -P,.b(D + P|| + Pl + Pbf + />.fO) + P.f(2),

(4)
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proton beom

Ap-P,

Fig. 2. The contributions to the observed linear momenta, piab( 1)
and P|ab(2), for the fission products. The quantities involved are
defined in connection with eq. (3). Generally the vectors do not
all lie in the same plane.

provided all quantities on the right hand side of eq.
(4) are known. These quantities are obtained as
described in the subsections below.

3.1. CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE CASCADE

As a result of the intra-nuclear cascade the resi-
dual nucleus is left with an imparted linear momen-
tum, which may be divided into two parts, one
parallel to the incoming proton beam P^ , the other
perpendicular to this beam P^.

In SOLID the magnitude of B is randomly chos-
en in an adopted distribution, which is successively
adjusted in a series of runs until agreement is
obtained with the experimentally known angular
correlation distribution between complementary fis-
sion products. The distribution of P// is the main
free parameter of the calculations.

Intranuclear cascade studies56) show, that there
exists a correlation between Plr and the excitation
energy £*. An often used2'7"10) approximation
is:
<£*>/£CN = 0.75 PH/PCN, (5)

where £CN and PCH are the values for the com-
pound nucleus. In SOLID, the value of £* is
randomly chosen in a Gaussian distribution around
<£•> with the width (fwhm) of 0.3 £CN

6). As the
calculations only concern events which lead to

fission, the Gaussians are cut off at values of £*
too low for fission to take place. Values larger
than £CN are also excluded.

The direction of PL is evenly distributed in the
plane perpendicular to the beam. The magnitude is
randomly chosen in an adopted distribution, see fig.
3, constructed from two curves given by Porile6) for
the cases of Bi i. radiated by 0.46 and 1.84 GeV
protons. This distribution is almost independent
of target and, if expressed in units of PCN , rather
insensitive to the irradiation energy. Furthermore,
PL is found independent of the value of P 6)

3.2. CONTRIBUTIONS FROM EVAPORATION

The change in the linear momentum of a nucleus
during an evaporation step may be regarded as
consisting of two parts. Firstly, the mass loss
corresponds to a momentum loss and secondly, the
particles are evaporated with a certain momentum
in the center-of-mass system giving the residual
nucleus a corresponding recoil momentum.

The changes are governed by the excitation ener-
gy £*. The amount of excitation energy lost in
pre-fission evaporation, £*r, is estimated from the
results of fission-spallation competition calculations
on U "), Bi 12) and Au n). The value of £Jf was
found independent of £*, but varies with Z£N//l tN,
where/4CN and ZCN are the compound nucleus mass
and charge, respectively. If this variation is extrapo-
lated to Yb, to be treated later, a value of
£*f=137MeV is obtained. The excitation energy
available for evaporation from the fragments, £*, is
given by:

£* = E*-Em-E*,, (6)

where the value of £m is estimated as the difference
between the total translational kinetic energy14) and
the binding energy release15).

Fig. 3. The distribution of perpendicular linear momentum of
cascade nuclei, P L , used in the calculations.
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The mass loss in the cascade, pre-fission and
post-fission evaporation steps may now be eva-
luated. Cascade calculations3) show, that each
emitted cascade particle corresponds to a mean
deposition energy of 50 MeV. The cascade resi-
dual nucleus then has a mass A given by:

A = Am-E* 150. (7)

Each evaporated particle corresponds to a mean
excitation energy loss of 12.5 MeV 1O1216). The
mass of the fissioning nucleus Af is then

A=A-E*I\2.S, (8)

and the sum of the masses of the two fission
products, A,f, is given by:

Ait = A(-Et 112.5. (9)

This final mass is divided into M{\) = ARAtf and
A/(2) = /4af-A/(l), where AR is a random number in
a distribution which reproduces the experimentally
observed mass distribution. The mass losses given
in eqs. (7)-(9) reduce the momenta and the follow-
ing relations apply:

\\AJA, (10)Pil = F{1 AlfjA ,

Px = Px AJA . (10

The fission momentum, Pf, see section 3.3, is
reduced according to

p, = P,AJAl. (12)

This relation is obtained with the assumption that
the excitation energy E* is divided between the
fragments in proportion to their masses.

Turning to the recoil effects of the evaporation,
the magnitudes of the momenta have been taken
from results of evaporation calculations, within the
framework of the statistical theory for this process,
with the code due to Dresner17). In fig. 4 the
distributions of evaporation momentum of the
residual nucleus after the evaporation are shown
for the two cases of E* in the intervals
50-100 MeV and 200-250 MeV. Each distribu-
tion follows closely a Maxwell-Bolzmann distri-
bution, the most probable value denoted pMB. The
square of this value versus the cascade deposition
energy E* is shown in fig. 5 (open circles and solid
curve). The figure applies to Au as target nucleus,
but no dependence on the mass of the nucleus has
been found. In SOLID the recoil momenta pbr,
pj\) and ptf(2) (see fig. 2) are calculated in the
following manner: from the excitation energy avail-

500 1000

EVAPORATION MOMENTUM (MtV/c)

Fig. 4. Distributions of evaporation momentum resulting from
two different groups of initial excitation energy. Results from
evaporation calculations (D and O), and fitted Maxwell-Bolz-
mann distributions ( and ).

able for evaporation in each case, the most probable
momentum pMB is obtained from fig. 5, after which
pbf, p,f{\) and p,,(2) are chosen in their respective
Maxwell-Bolzmann distributions. The direction of
each evaporation momentum is randomly chosen in
an isotropic distribution.

3.3. CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE FISSION PROCESS

The center-of-mass fission momentum P, of the
initial fission fragments is calculated from the total

1.0 10* -

>

0.5 10'

500 1000

t* (HtVI

Fig. 5. The square of the most probable evaporation momentum
in a Maxwell-Bolzmann distribution, pMB, (cf fig. 4) as a func-
tion of initial excitation energy, £*. Open circles and solid line
applies to an = A/l4 and * = 52$ MeV, dotted line applies to
an = A/8 and k=°°. For discussion, see appendix, section
A.2.
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translational kinetic energy. This quantity is esti-
mated (as a function of the charge Zf and the mass
A f of the fissioning nucleus) from a compilation of
experimental data given in ref. 14. For a given
value of A r, Zf was taken from Green's approxima-
tion of the beta-stability line18). After correction
for evaporation, eq. (12), the fission momentum
of the products, pf, is obtained. The direction of pf

is implicitly determined by the directions of all
other momenta (see fig. 2) and is not explicitly
evaluated.

3.4. THE RESULTING MOMENTA Piab(l)AND/>|lb(2)

Let p{\) be the sum of the cascade- and evapora-
tion momenta of product 1

PO) = ^R(P||+Pi) + ^RPbf + Paf(l)- (13)
Then,
Pi.b(D = *

where p(l) is fully determined. The magnitude ofp,
is known and the direction of p,,b(l) is determined
by the reaction point on the target and the hit point
on detector 1. For solution of eq. (14) three possible
cases may occur, see fig. 6.

The most frequent case is p(\)<pf, at least for
heavy and medium-heavy nuclei where p, is large
and the excitation energy E* för fission events not
too high. Only one solution exists corresponding to
/»iab(D — AC in fig. 6a. The situation p{\)>p, may
occur for light elements with high excitation energy
values. Even then this case only occurs when the
constituents of p(\) are aligned to form a large
resultant. Two solutions to eq. (14) are then possi-

ble, />iab(l) = AC or BC in fig. 6b. A random choice
is made in this case. Finally, if p{\) is sufficiently
larger than pf, fig. 6c, no solution to eq. (14) exists.
It corresponds to those physical situations where a
very heavy product gets such a large part of the
forward momentum that it cannot reach detector 1,
irrespective of its direction in the center-of-mass
system. These cases thus constitute that pan of the
mass- and kinetic energy spectra which are cut off
by the geometrical conditions of the experiment.

The quantity phb(2) may now be obtained directly
from eq. (4).

4. Typical results

In the case of spontaneous fission the experimen-
tally observed angular correlation between the com-
plementary products is mainly determined by the
geometric quantities. In fig. 7 the open circles and
dashed line show experimental data obtained with
252Cf. The fragments were passing a transmission
detector before reaching detector 1. The angle M,
was kept fixed at u, = 90°. Detector 2 was moved in
the range from «2 = 85" to 97°. The solid curve
shows the yields calculated with the code SOLID,
normalized to the experimental value at w2=9O°.
The slight shift observed could be caused by a
displacement of the Cf-source some tenths of a mm
from the center position.

In fig. 8 the angular correlation obtained2) in the
binary fission of "*U induced by 1 GeV protons
is shown by open circles. The dot-dashed curve
shows the geometrical part of the calculated
distribution, i.e. a single value of P was used

p(1) sufficiently larger than pf

target

Fig. 6. The relation P\tb(\) = p
given by the direction of AC.

=> \ Q =>
The radius of the circles corresponds to the fission momentum p(. The direction of Piah(l) is
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-) and calculated ( ) angular correlation for fragments from spontaneous fission of 252Cf

with no evaporation included. When evaporation
before and after fission is taken into account the
thin dashed curve results. Evidently, the broad-
ening does not suffice to explain the broad exper-
imental distribution. To obtain full agreement
between the experimental and calculated (thick
solid curve) results, a distribution of P,, has to be
used. This distribution is shown in fig. 9a with
the corresponding excitation energy distribution
in fig. 9b. The mean value of the latter distribu-
tion is 233 MeV which is higher than the value
of <£•) = 142 MeV reported by Kotov et al.-),
who used the relation <£*)/Ecfi-0JS <P,,)IPC^ to
extract (£*). There are two reasons for the observed
discrepancy. Firstly, the value of (P,i) given in ref.
2 was taken directly from the mean angle (u2) of the
experimental angular distribution. As will be shown
below the evaporation disturbs the shape of the
distribution resulting in a displacement towards
smaller angles. In other words, the value of CP)
obtained with SOLID is higher than that corres-
ponding to (u2). Secondly, our values of E* are
chosen in Gaussians which are cut off for very low
momentum values to ensure positive values on E*,
see section 3.1. This increases the mean value of
E*.

In fig. 10 the open circles show the experimental
angular correlation reported for 1 GeV proton in-
duced fission of Yb'). A calculated distribution,

thick solid curve, in accordance with the experi-
mental data is achieved with a p,, -distribution,
which, directly transformed to an angular distri-
bution corresponds to the thin solid curve. The
geometric quantities only cause a broadening of
the distribution. The evaporation, although iso-
tropic, gives rise to the displacement of the thin
solid curve due to a strong correlation between
high values of p,,, E* and the momenta arising
from evaporation. For w2=90° the decrease in
yield due to scattering away by evaporation from
the direction determined by pu, is small. There is a
rather large increase, though, due to fragments
initially forward directed but scattered backward by
a large evaporation momentum. For similar reasons
there is a substantial loss but a small increase, i.e. a
net decrease, of yield for u2 < Y75°. For very small
angles between the detectors, «2<55°, there is
again a net increase as the large number of frag-
ments in the center of the pu -distribution contri-
bute relatively strongly.

Finally, fig. 11 (solid histogram) shows the excita-
tion energy distribution corresponding to the distri-
bution of ptl shown in fig. 10 for Yb. The mean
value of £• is 410 MeV, compared to the value
326 MeV') calculated directly from <u2>. In addi-
tion to the overall distribution, at the bottom of fig.
11, we also show some distributions for cascade
nuclei leading to product pairs observed at certain
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Fig. 8. Experimental (O) angular correlation for U+1 CeV p2). The curves show results calculated with the following assumptions, a
single value of /•//. no evaporation ( - • - • - ) , a single value of P//, evaporation included ( ), distribution of P// (see fig. 9),
evaporation included ( ).

specified detector angles. A comparison of these
distributions and tt-oir mean values with experi-
mental values of frab • kinetic energies and
masses at the same detector angles would be most
interesting to achieve a better understanding of the
processes involved.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have described a method to

extract information from experimentally determined
angular correlations between complementary fission
products. Primarily, one obtains the distribution of
the linear momentum imparted in cascade events
leading to fission. From this distribution follows the

corresponding excitation energy distribution, which
determines the subsequent evaporation steps. An-
gular correlations are often analysed without taking
into consideration the influence of the experimental
configuration and the effects of evaporation. This
work shows that such an analysis results in too low
excitation energy values of the cascade nuclei which
lead to fission. The sensitivity of our results to the
choice of numerical values for some of the parame-
ters used is discussed in the appendix.

The method described above was worked out in
connection with an experimental study of the
600 MeV proton induced fission of Tb, La and
Ag 4 ") and will be used in the analysis of this
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Fig. 9. a) Distribution of parallel cascade momentum P needed to reproduce experimental angular correlation for U + 1 GeV p (cf.
fig. 8); b) corresponding distribution of excitation energy E"
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Fig. 10. Experimental (O) angular correlation for Yb+1 OeV protons'). The thick curve shows the calculated correlation obtained
with a distribution of parallel momentum which, if geometric and evaporational effects were ignored, would give the correlation
shown by the thin curve.

experiment. The computer code SOLID was also One of us (E.H.) is indebted to the Norwegian
used to evaluate the dependence of counting
rates for different geometric configurations in
that experiment.

The support given by the Swedish Atomic

Research Council for Science and the Humanities
for financial support.

Appendix
Here we will give some comments on the

Research Council is greatfully acknowledged, sensitivity of the calculated results to small
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Fig. 11. Solid histograms show distributions of excitation energy
£* corresponding to the angular correlation shown in fig. 10. The
histogram at the bottom describes all cascade nuclei leading to
fission, while the upper three histograms describe nuclei leading
to fission fragment pairs in certain specified detector angles (for
definition, see fig. 10). Dotted histograms apply to a different set
of parameter values in the calculations, see appendix, section
A. 3.

changes in the values for different parameters
used in the calculations.

A.I. THE CASCADE MOMENTUM

In fig. 12a the thin and thick solid lines are
identical with those in fig. 10 i.e. they show the
best /?„-distribution and resulting angular correla-
tion for Yb.

The thin dashed line is an example of a some-
what changed pu -distribution. The resulting angular
correlation, shown by the thick dashed line, is

clearly in less agreement with experiment9) (dots).
A change of the /^-distribution (see e.g. ref. 21)
only influences the absolute yield but not the angu-
lar correlation in plane.

A.2. THE EVAPORATION MOMENTUM

In all examples hitherto presented, it has been
supposed that the evaporation is governed by a
value of the level density parameter for neutron
evaporation an = ,4/14.0, where A is the mass
number of the daughter nucleus. The classical
potential barrier for charged particles is supposed to
be reduced by the factor (l+E*/k) ' with
k = 525 MeV.

If, however, evaporation calculations are car-
ried out with an = A/S.O and no potential barrier
reduction (k = °°), a lower evaporation momentum
results for a given excitation energy; see fig. 5. In
fig. 12b the resulting angular correlation (dashed
curve) using this evaporation momentum in SOLID
is compared to the earlier shown results for Yb.
The smaller evaporation momentum gives a smaller
distortion of the cascade distribution.

Fig. 12. a) Angular distributions (thick solid and dotted curves)
obtained with different distributions for the cascade momentum
(thin curves). Dots show experimental values9). For discussion.
see appendix; b) angular distributions (thick solid and dotted
curves) obtained with different parameters for the evaporation
momentum. For discussion, see appendix.
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A.3. SIMULTANEOUS CHANGE OF CASCADE-
AND EVAPORATION MOMENTUM

By changing the adopted p,, -distribution it is
possible to reproduce the experimental distribution,
even using an = A/i.O and k= «> for the evapora-
tion. The pa -distribution needed is the one already
shown in fig. 12a, thin dashed line. The resulting
angular correlation is almost identical with the thick
solid line of fig. 12a. The two /?„-distributions
represent different £*-distributions, shown in fig. 11
as solid and dashed histograms. The mean excita-
tion energy for the total distribution of fission
products is almost unchanged. At the tails of the
angular distribution the excitation energy tends to
more extreme values when the evaporation mo-
mentum is diminished.

A.4. THE FISSIONING NUCLEUS

The mass- and charge numbers of the fissioning
nucleus are somewhat arbitrarily chosen. They may
be changed by changing the amount of excitation
energy evaporated before fission, £Jf, and/or by
choosing a charge value Zf different from that of
the beta-stability line, Z,.

in table 1 it is shown, however, that pf, the
fission momentum and thus the angular correlation,
is very unsensitive to changes in £*f and Zr.

A.5. THE CORRELATION BETWEEN EXCITATION ENERGY
AND PARAI -EL AND PERPENDICULAR MOMENTUM

In the version of the SOLID-code described here,
only gross features of the correlations between pM,
pL and £* are considered (see section 3.1). More
refined studies may use the specific correlations
found from cascade calculations on exactly the
target material and irradiation energy under consi-
deration. Some tests have shown that no significant
changes occur by such refinements, with one excep-
tion:
TABLE 1

The value or the fission momentum Pt of the products for dif-
ferent combinations of excitation energy loss £Jf before fission
and charge Zf of the fissioning nucleus. Z, is the charge num-
ber on the beta-stability line"). The examples apply to fission
. r"b with a mean excitation energy of 410 MeV (fig. 11) and
a mean cascade residual mass of 166 amu [eq. (7)].

£?f (MeV)
Zf

A, (amu) [eq. (8))

zf
p, (MeV/c)

0

z.
166
67.9

2431

137

z,
155
64.0

2415

250

z,
146
60.7

2383

137
Z. + 1

155
65.0

2448

137
Z.+2

155
66 0

2480

Some cascade calculations20) indicate a decreasing
width and mean value of the distribution of p L for
extremely high and low values of the excitation
energy. As those excitation energy values apply to
events at the tails of the angular correlation distri-
bution, a decreasing p L gives a higher yield in plane
(i.e. in the plane of the beam and the fixed detec-
tor). Consequently, a more narrow /^-distribution
is needed to reproduce a certain experimental angu-
lar distribution compared to the case with unchang-
ing p, -distribution.

As was the case when changing the evaporation
momentum, the total mean excitation energy is
rather unsensitive to the p L -distribution used, while
at extreme angles the shape of the £*-distribution
may change significantly.

A.6. THE MASS LOSS DURING CASCADE
AND EVAPORATION

The excitation energy loss per evaporated particle
was assumed to be on the average 12.5 MeV for an
evaporation chain starting at high energy16). A
change of this value affects the cascade- and
fission momenta of the products almost equally
[eqs. (10)—(12)]. Only the evaporation momenta
remain unchanged (the final values for the
products are calculated directly without need for
mass loss correction). Consequently the angular
correlation is very unsensitive to the value of
JA/E*. This has also been verified in test calcu-
lations using AAIE*= 1 amu/9MeV.

The value of the mass loss in the cascade,
1 amu/50 MeV, is somewhat too high for very
light nuclei. Its influence on the angular correla-
tion is, however, totally negligible.

Conclusion
The calculated average values of the excitation

energy and linear momentum imparted in the
cascade are found insensitive to variations in the
values of the various parameters used. The distri-
butions of these two quantities at specific angles
between the detectors may be significantly in-
fluenced, especially at the tails of the angular
correlation curve.
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The binary fission process in I 5 9 T b and "»'Ag induced by 600 MeV protons has been i n v o l u t e d yielding fission
cross sections (1.9 and 1 0 mb. respectively) and mean values of the total kinetic energies (100 and 62 MeV. respec-
tively).

Thf binary fission process in medium-heavy ele-
ments has been systematically investigated with brems-
strahlung (1,2], protons [3,4,5j,a-particles (6,7)
and I4N ions [8]. The main purpose of these experi-
ments was to determine the fission cross sections for
varying target mass numbers. The interest in this varia-
tion to a large extent originates from a fission-spallation
competition calculation reported by Nix and Sassi [9].
They found, that the decrease in the fissility with de-
creasing mass number of the target elements was inter-
rupted at about ZljA = 20, close to silver, whereafter
the fissilities increased producing a .Minimum at the
quoted Z2/A value. The fissility / i s defined as the ratio
between the fission cross section and the total inelastic
reaction cross section. The minimum observed in the
calculations [9] reflects a similar maximum in the
variation of the fission barrier heights with mass num-
ber [10).

:,i fig. 1 the fissilities obtained in refs. [ 1 -8] are
given. The discrepancies seen below Z2/A % 25 may
only partly be explained by differences in bombarding
energy and imparted angular momentum. The minimum
foreseen in the calculations [9] appears most clearly
in the two cases of bremsstrahlung induced fission
[1,2]. In these studies, and in the apart icle experi-
ments [6,7], only single fragments were registered
preventing a clear separation between binary fission
fragments and other reaction products. In a later fission-

TO' l-

Iff'i

10" TO 20
Z'lA

30

Fig. I. I usiliues for different bombarding particles versus the
parameter ZziA. Shown are results obtained with bremulrah-
lung.( -• )ref. | 2 | . ( ) ref. 111.a-particks ( - - ) refv
| 7 , 7 | . I 4 N ( )ref. | 8 | and protons, (o) at I GeV ref. | 3 |
and 600 MeV (o) ref. | 4 ] and (7) ref. [51. The results obtained
n the present work are given with error bars if).

spallalion competition calculation [11] it was found.
that the a-particle data [6] could be reproduced rather
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Table 1
Preliminary results obtained for binary fission in l 5 'Tb and
n a tAg induced by 600 MeV protons. Shown are the total fis-
sion cross section ay. the fissility/, the total kinetic enerpy
t\oi, and the widths (TWHM) of the total kinetic energy dis-
tribution and the mass distribution. Also shown is the observed
number of events, n.

ay (mb)
fix 10"3)
(£ t o t XMcV)
FWHM|.; (MeV)
FWHMM (amu)

H

159Tb

1.9KI.2
1.3iO.4
IOO±3
35 O
70 ±5
225

natA g

1.0 ±0.3
0.9 t0.3
62 ±4
25 ±3
50 ±5
100

well, but the photon data [1 ] below Z^/A * 20 were
as much as a factor of 1000 larger that the calculated
values.

The present letter reports on the first results obtained
in an experiment aimed to investigate the problems
outlined above. Below we will present preliminary re-
sults for the target elements 159Tb and ""'Ag, with re-
ferences made to data obtained with 2 3 8 U .

The investigation was performed at the proton syn-
chro-cyclotron at CERN, Geneva. The 600 MeV protons
impart relatively small angular momentum to the fis-
sioning nuclei, but give reasonably high inelastic reaction
cross sections. The proton intensity at the targets,
about 2OO(ig/cm2 thick, was typically 2 5 - 50nA with
a macro duty factor of about 0.5. To detect simulta-
neously the two fission fragments two spectrometer
arms were placed together with the target in a vacuum
scattering chamber. One arm, with a heavy-ion surface
barrier detector, was fixed at 90° and the other, with
a similar detector, was moved forward of colincarity
(0° for 2 3 8 U , 15° for 1 5 9 Tb and na tAg) to take into
account the linear momentum imparted to the fissioning
nuclei. Before reaching the detector on the fixed arm,
the reaction products passed a transmission detector
used for timing purposes. This detector, similar to the
one described in detail in ref. [12] , consisted of two
10/ig/cm2 thick carbon foils from which electrons were
emitted on the passage of heavy reaction products. The
electrons were partly collected on the entrance cone
of a Channel Electron Multiplier tube with a gain of
about 108 . A true binary event was characterized by
signals in tht two surface barrier detectors within 50
ns and by correct times-of-flight for the two fragments

measured with the timing signals from the transmission
detector and the appropriate surface barrier detector.
Calibrations were performed with a precision pulse
generator and with a-particles and fission fragments
from a thin source of 252Cf.

Table 1 shows the results obtained. Energies, /•'[ and
/•-2. were calculated according to the method given in ret.
[13] and masses from the relationM{ = Ayt^l(^\+("••>)•
where A (. is the mass of the fissioning nucleus, estimat-
ed to be 135 and 104 for terbium and silver, respecti-
vely. The cross sections were determined relative to
Of:= 1300 + 130 mb obtained for 2 3 8 U, and we used
the relation [14] of. =47r(da f . /dn)ö-9 0». The errors
given in table 1 for Oy and/are mainly due to uncer-
tainties in the mean value and shape of the angular corre-
lation distribution between complementary fission frag-
ments. We have extrapolated from the results obtained
with 1 GeV protons |3] taking into account the lower
proton energy used in our case. The mass distributions
are of symmetric shape with mean values given by
Ayll.

Below we will briefly discuss our results. The fissili-
ties, with error bars, are shown in fig. 1, and they agree
well with earlier proton data in the investigated mass
region [3 5 ] . The mean values of the total kinetic
energies are in excellent agreement with values recently
calculated by Davies et al. [ 15]. We may thus conclude
that the experimental method is reliable also for me-
dium-heavy elements despite of the low number of
events. It may be noticed that the mass distributions
are of symmetric shape, thus we find no indication for
the existence of the postulated Businaro Gallone point
[16] below which highly asymmetric fission is to be
expected.

We are indebted to several members of the ISOLDE
co'laboration at CERN for help on numerous occasions
and to the synchro-cyclotron staff for the excellent
beam quality achieved. The work has been supported
by the Swedish Atomic Research Council and in part
by the Norwegian Research Council for Science and
the Humanities.
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The mass d is t r ibut ions from the binary fission of Ag, La and Tb induced by 600 MeV pro tons are presented I he
exper imenta l results are compared with the predictions of macroscopic theories , in part icular the version ot the liqutJ
drop model including dynamical and statistical effects.

The properties of the binary fission process in me-
dium-heavy and light nuclei may be calculated with
macroscopic theories such as the liquid drop model
11 ]. In the calculation of saddle point shapes mass-
symmetric parametrizations are normally used. When
investigating the stabil:'y of the saddle point against
mass-asymmetric deformations, it was found stable
for the fissility parameter* decreasing from unity to
some value xB G , the critical Businaro-Gallone limit
[2). The fissility parameter x is defined as the ratio
of the electrostatic energy to twice the surface energy
of the spherical ground state. Values of X^Q close to
0.4 are obtained despite different parametrizations
and energy terms entering the expression for the de-
formation energy [1,3-7]. In the case of the droplet
model [5] the values of the constants given in ref. [8]
were used. Due ;o differences in the electrostatic and
surface energies '.he actual mass values corresponding
toxB G differ. The critical Businaro Gallone limit is
expected to appear somewhere in the mass region
A = 100 to A = 140. A dramatic change in the fragment
mass distribution, from symmetric to highly asymme-
tric, is expected when passing tiie critical mass value.
To our knowledge this phenomenon has not been ex-
perimentally observed.

Quantitative predictions for the mass distribution
for x above xB ( ; were obtained by including dynamical
and statistical effects in the static liquid drop model
[4], The predictions have been tested against a large
number of experimental results mainly in the mass

Table 1
Results obtained for binary fission in Ae, La and I b induced
by 600 MeV protons. Shown for each nucleus are the estima'i
mass of the fissioning nucleus Ay and the standard deviation
a\\ of tile mass distribution. Statistical errors are ẑiven Also
shown is the observed number ul events, n.

nat. ' ' l a ' I b

Ay
°M
n

la.m.u.)
(a.m.u.)

104
14.0+
172

0.8
135
23.5 +
125

1
155
21. S
4K3

region around A - 200. In this region the theory is
capable of an approximate reproduction of most ex-
perimental results (4|. For lighter nuclei the applica-
bility of the theory is less clear [9].

Experimental investigations o( the properties of
the products from the binary fission of medium-heavy
and light nuclei are thus of importance in connection
with the predictions of macroscopic theories. Below
we present part of the results obtained in an experi-
ment which aimed at providing such data.

Thin targets of silver, lanthanum and terbium,
all of natural composition, were irradiated in the pro-
ton beam of the 600 MeV synchro-cyclotron at CERN
Complementary fission products were measured in
coincidence with iwo silicon surface barrier detectors,
of the heavy-ion type, combined with a /ero-timc de-
tector for timc-of-ftight measurements used for coin-
cidence determinations [ IO|. The mass of a fission
product A/j was obtained from the relation M\ =

279
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\ if. 1. The fragment mass distributions obtained in the binary
tission of Tb, La and Ap induced by 600 MeV protons. The
error bars give the statistical errors. l o r the case of La three
hypothetical distributions are included. These arc discussed
in the text.

A i /•2/C' i +1'-2)> w n e r e l'-\ an^ ^'2 a r e t n e measured
single-fragment kinetic energies and A, is the mass of
the fissioning nucleus. As the system is not completely
determined by the measured quantities. Ay has to be
estimated in the following way. The mean value of the
imparted linear momentum in the intra-nuclear cascade
was obtained from the measured angular correlations
between complementary products. The linear momen-
tum value corresponds to a specific excitation energy
and mass loss in the cascade [ I I ) . For elements with
high fission barriers, the main contribution to the
fission cross section originates from the first steps of
the fission-spallation competition chain. The mass
loss in this chain is thus small. The estimated values
of A1 arc given in table 1.

The mass distributions are given in fig. I. and the
corresponding standard deviations «M are presented
in table 1. The most striking feature of fig. I is the
indication of an asymmetric mass distribution in the
case of lanthanum. Both silver and terbium show sytn-

l-'ig. 2. The relative width. « \ l ' T | . for nus- distribute im in
binary fission induced h\ 600 MeV protons ( ), present «"rk.
and by 1 (ieV protons I I | 1 - | . versus the parameter / " I
The solid line gives the prediction ol the liquid drop model
[4 | . The statistical errors are indicated with error bars

metric, distributions as predicted by the liquid drop
model | 4 | . The data presented were collected in ut
least two separate irradiations for each element. With-
in the statistical accuracy no deviations in cross sec-
tions, kinetic energy-distributions and mass distribu-
tions could be observed. A quantitative comparison
is given in fig. 2 showing the relative standard devia-
tions Of^/Ay (see table 1), including data obtained
with 1 GeV protons [12]. The widths (FWHM) given
in ref. [12] were transformed to standard deviations
under the assumption of gaussian mass distributions.
The solid line is calculated from the formalism given
in ref. [4 | . The excitation energy at the saddle point
was estimated for each nucleus from the imparted
excitation energy in the cascade with the fission bar-
rier [1] and 50 MeV subtracted. The last quantity is
included to allow some evaporation before fission.
Typical vahies of the saddle point excitation energies
obtained in this way are 200 MeV. Reasonable agree-
ment is observed for Tb. Sm [12] and l.a, but Ag is
far out of the expected behaviour. The sharp increase
in u^/Ay predicted by the theory | 4 | is connected
with the Businaro (iallonc limit located at about
/^IA = 19. Only the silver value is in disagreement with
that location.

A further comparison with ref. [4| is obtained when
i;M is studied for varying angles between the comple-
mentary products, corresponding to different excitation
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energies. In fig. 3 the solid lines give the theoretical
predictions m reasonable agreement with the experi-
mental values for La and Tb. The degree of increase
of aM with increasing saddle point temperature is in
good agreement with theory for these two nuclides.
The difference in excitation e.iergy between 140° and
180° is about 200 MeV. Once again the silver data dis-
agree with the theoretical predictions.

In conclusion, we have found the liquid drop model
|4) capable of predicting the mass distributions in the
binary fission of La and Tb, with the exception of the
indication of an asymmetric mass distribution in the
case of La. For Ag the observed width is nearly a fac-
tor of 3 smaller than predicted. In fig. 1 three hypo-
thetical mass distributions are included for La. The
resulting \~ values [13], with nine degrees of freedom,
are: 35.5 for the Gaussian shaped curve, 18,3 for the
Hat distribution and 10.6 for the asymmetric curve.
Die asymmetric distribution seems to be in better
agreement with the experimental data than the other
two curves. The asymmetric mass distribution for La
does not indicate the critical Businaro Gallone limit
to be close to La. The distribution in fig. I points to
a stable asymmetry, but the Businaro Gallone limit is
connected with an unstable asymmetry with increasing
yield for increasing mass asymmetry. In the region of
the actinides the stable mass asymmetry at low exci-
tation energies may be understood as caused by shell-

structure effects [14. 15]. If the same effects were
strong enough at the scission point for the nuclides
investigated, the magic neutron number 50 would
play the most important role. The corresponding mass
number would be about A = 85, in agreement with the
mass distribution of La. However, the excitation energy
for a fragment with A = 85 is estimated to be about
90 MeV, which seems a bit high for shell effects to
survive. The elements silver and terbium would be less
affected by A' = 50 due to their values of A ( .

The results obtained for silver seem to exclude the
value of .*B(; around 0.4 as predicted. More experimen-
tal data are needed in the mass region around Ag in
order to ascertain this conclusion.

We are indebted to several members of the ISOLD!'
collaboration at CKRN for help on numerous occasions
and to the synchro-cyclotron staff for the excellent
beam quality achieved. The work has been supported
by the Swedish Atomic Research Council and in part
by the Norwegian Research Council for Science and
the Humanities.
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Coincidence studies with silicon surface barrier detectors have been used to determine
fragment kinetic energies, angular correlations and fission cross sections in the fission ot
Ag. l j g La. l 5"Tb and U nuclei induced by 600MeV protons. Symmetric mass distri-
butions are deduced for Ag and Tb, whereas La shows an indication of a stable
asymmetric mass distribution. We find no indication of the Businaro-Gallone point.
Fission-spallation competition calculations are used to deduce values of macroscopic
fission barrier heights and nuclear level density parameter valuta at deformations
corresponding to the saddle point shapes. We find macroscopic fission barriers lower
than those predicted by macroscopic theories. The total kinetic energies at symmetric
mass divisions follow closely the Viola prediction.

I. Introduction

Macroscopic models, e.g. the liquid drop model, are
currently used in the interpretation of fission pheno-
mena in the actinide region within the macroscopic-
microscopic approach [I] . Some of the terms in the
expressions for the nuclear energy are shape-depen-
dent and constants associated with these terms are
partly determined using experimental fission barrier
heights obtained in a mass region around A =200.
Studies of the binary fission process in medium-heavy
and light nuclei are of importance as fission data from
this mass region may be used to test the applicability
of macroscopic models [2-4] to a mass region out-
side the one used to determine the above mentioned
constants. The macroscopic models predict the exis-
tence of a point below which the symmetric saddle
point becomes unstable against small asymmetric
distortions. This critical Businaro-Gallone point [5]
is expected to be located somewhere in the mass
region A - 1(K) to A = 140 [2. 4. 6] and it would be of
interest to determine the position experimentally.
The high fission barriers expected for light nuclei, e.g.
around 50 MeV for Ag. necessitate the use of high
energy bombarding particles. This causes systems
with high excitation energies and possibly large

angular momentum values. Such systems may have
qualities considerably different from those of a re-
latively cold compound nucleus with zero angular
momentum. Both high angular momenta and thermal
effects are expected to decrease the fission barrier
height [7, 8]. These features have to be considered in
the analysis of fission data obtained for light and
medium-heavy elements.
Below, we present experimental results of fission ob-
tained by irradiating 1?"Tb. '-'"La and "IH Ag with
600 MeV protons, which impart relatively little
angular momentum to the fissioning nucleus, but give
reasonably high inelastic reaction cross sections. The
experimental data were obtained during a period of
about two years, and part of the results has been
reported in a preliminary form [9. 10].
lission barrier heights relative to those gi\cn by t he
rotating liquid drop model [7j arc available from a
large number of statistical fission calculations in
which data from heavy ion induced fission are em-
ployed (see e.g. f I I ]). In the present paper, we use in
the calculations the non-routing liquid drop model
[2] using data from 600MeV proton induced fission
of medium-heavy and light nuclei.

0340-2193 79 0293 0241 SO2.2O
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2. Experimental methods

The irradiations of I . Tb. La and Ag were perform-
ed with 600 MeY protons from the synchrocyclotron
at CERN. Beam intensities of 20-50 nA were used
depending on the duty factor, normally .1 macro duty
factor of about 0.5 was obtained.
Targets were fabricated b\ vacuum evaporation of
11 4. metallic Tb. Lai , and metallic Ag. The silver
samples were self-supporting, the others supported by
40)ig cm" thick carbon foils. Aluminium frames with
.1 20 mm diameter circular hole determined the si A; of
the samples. Weighing was used to measure thick-
nesses which were in the region 100 200ug cm", with-
in an error of about 10-15u.gcm : determined from
the spread of repeated measurements. The thicknesses
and error estimates were confirmed by determi-
nations using the PIXh-method [12].
Targets and detectors were placed in a vacuum scat-
tering chamber with a pressure of 2 10 5 torr or less
during irradiations. Coincidences were measured with
two Si surface barrier detectors of the heavy ion type
placed on two moveable arms. One arm was kept
fixed at 90° with respect to the incoming proton
beam, the other moved in plane to the desired po-
sition. The Si detectors were calibrated with a pre-
cision pulse generator, and alpha particles and fission
fragments from a thin : 5 2Cf source. During data
collection we used a slow coincidence system with
pulses from single channel analyzers with energy
thresholds set at 5MeV. The accidental coincidences
were eliminated in off-line analyses using time-of-
flight information obtained with a transmission start
detector placed on the fixed arm 10cm in front of the
Si detector. The start detector [13] consists of two
10(ig cm2 thick carbon foils from which electrons are
emitted on the passage of heavy ions. These electrons
are partly collected on the entrance cone of a Chan-
nel Electron Multiplier tube (CEM) with a gain of
about 10". For each event five parameters were re-
corded, i.e. two energy and three time-of-flight ampli-
tudes. These parameters were stored event by event
on magnetic tape for off-line analysis.

3. Experimental results

The energies of the fission products were determined
from the surface barrier detector amplitudes with a
mass dependent calibration method [14]. Similar re-
sults were obtained using the mass and charge de-
pendent calibration procedure suggested by Kaufman
et al. [15]. Energy losses in sample, backing and
transmission detector, typically around 2-5 McV.
were corrected for using electronic and nuclear stop-
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the mass number for Ag. La and Tb. I he error bars indicate
statistical errors. The mass bin width is lOarnu

ping power data according to the formalism of
Miinzel [16]. From the measured single product ki-
netic energies £, and £ , . the masses were obtained
from the relation \!l = 4F-E2 /•',„,. where .4, is the
estimated mass of the fissioning nucleus Isce Sect. 4a)
and £ , „ , = £ , + £ , is the total kinetic energy The
single product and total kinetic energies, and the
standard deviations, versus the mass number are
shown in I ie. 1 for Tb. La and Ag. The kinetic energy
data shown have not been corrected for the effects of
post fission neutron emission. The intrinsic energy re-
solution o! the Si surface barrier detectors for heaw
ions is approximately 1.5 MeV [I4 | .
The angular correlations between complementary fis-
sion products from Tb. La and Ag arc shown m
Fig. 2. The angular resolution, with a 20 mm diameter
circular collimator in front of the movcabie Si de-
tector, is approximately 7 degrees (EWHM). In all
cases, the fixed detector was situated at 90° with
respect to the incoming proton beam, In the center of
mass system, the primary fission fragments are emit-
ted collmearly. The deviations seen in Fig.2 from </>,_,
~18()° are mainly caused bv the linear momenta
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errors, the

imparted in the reaction steps prior to fission (see
Sects. 4a. b).
The differential fission cross section {dafldi2)e. where
(I is the laboratory angle of the fixed detector arm. is
obtained from

» f ( < / > 1 2 ) = np • nM • 2• 2 • {</>,, )[daF:dQ)0= „„ (I)

where nFi<pl2) is the number of coincident fission
products registered with the angle (/>,, between the
two detector arms. The integrated number of protons
in the beam is denoted np and nat is the number of
target atoms per cm2 perpendicular to the beam. The
quantity &cff(</'12) is the effective solid angle for
coincidence registration (sec Sect. 4b) given by

(2)

Here R is the fraction of the beam which hits the
target, £2, is the solid angle of detector 1 placed on
the fixed arm and C(<p,2)» is the ratio of coincident to
the total number of fission products entering de-
tector I.
F-or uranium we found (C/<TF, Ji2)fl= t|)0 = (K9 + 3)
mbsr ' as an average value of a large number of
determinations with different uranium samples, dif-
ferent start and Si detectors. The standard deviation
of the experimentally observed ratio ",(</>,2)/>i,, for
these measurements was found to be 10 per cent. This
figure reflects the reproducibility in angle settings,
beam spot location and size. Also included are con-
tributions from target thickness determinations and
statistical errors involved in the calibration of the
secondary emission chamber used for proton beam
intensity measurements. This calibration was per-
formed relative to the reaction 27AI|/>.3/>n)*4Na. the
cross section of which at 600 MeV is known within 5

Table 1. l o r Ih. I.a and Ag. the table sh.'U^ /.„„ . the average
total kinetic energy, vuth its full width al hal! maximum \.ilue
F-WHM, . The total number of fission events observed. nt. and
the differential fission cross section at >)()" in the center of t u a ^
system are also given. FWHM M denotes the FWHM value of the
mass distribution. The errors given are the statistical ones The
cross section values are subject to systematic errors of 15".,

Target

<£,,„> (Me

FWHM(,,,
iMeV'l

FWHM,, 1

I mb sr

V|

lamul

Tb

.;;•,„

4K3

XX.3

30.6

51.3

+ 0.6

1 1 0

^ 1.7

0.16 ±0.02

La

T-'La

125

71.K

30.7

55.3

0.055

1 1 2

•.2.0

t 3.6

+ 0.007

Ag

172

60 3

21 N

31.0

O.0S3

i ^

• 0.7

.- 1 2

- l.o

• 0 . 0 1 0

per cent [I7J. The total systematic error of the ura-
nium fission cross section is estimated to be 15 per
cent including contributions from the calculations of
C'((pi2) (see Sect.4b|.
Cross sections for Tb, La and Ag were measured
relative to the cross section of uranium The results,
see Table I, are given with statistical errors calculated
with the contributions from «al (5-10"<,), nt (5- !()"„).
( " ; 'Vi , <'-2"',',) and the ratio O(/>12), C((/>, ,)x (5",,).
resulting in typical values of 10-15 per cent. The
systematic error is the same as for uranium, i.e. 15
per cent.
In Table 1, some experimental results are given tor
the three elements studied. The results were obtained
in a number of repeated measurements diirinu a
period of about two years.
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4. Calculations

a) Cascade Calculations

A common method in the analysis of measurements
on reaction products from medium energy induced
reactions is the use of cascade-evaporation calcu-
lations. In the case of proton induced reactions, sev-
eral codes have been developed for the cascade step,
all yielding similar results [18]. We used the code due
to Bertini [19] for Tb. La and Ag with 600 MeV
protons as bombarding particles.
In the cascade model, the interaction is represented
by a sequence of nucleon-nucleon collisions with the
allowance for pion production. The collisions are
treated as free-particle collisions with an approximate
exclusion principle included. The scattering kine-
matics are selected by Monte-Carlo techniques. Pro-
ducts from each initial collision are followed in the
model nucleus, one or both of the products are
allowed to escape or to collide again. In this way, a
"cascade" of nucleons and pions is moving through
the nucleus. This cascade terminates when no more
cascade products have energy above a predetermined
cutoff energy. The remaining excitation energy is then
assumed to be distributed among the nucleons result-
ing in an excited residual nucleus, a cascade nucleus.
Finally, the excitation energy is dissipated in the slow
evaporation step in which fission may compete.
From the cascade calculations, one obtains energy
anji angular distributions of the outgoing nucleons
and pions and the properties of the residual cascade
nuclei such as distributions in mass, charge, exci-
tation energy and linear and angular momenta. It is
also possible to extract correlations between these
quantities. As an example, some results for Tb are
given in Fig. 3. The results are used in the analyses of
angular correlations (see Sect.4b) and in fission-spal-
Iation competition calculations (see Sect. 4c).

h) Analyses of Angular Correlations

The angular correlations shown in Fig. 2 reflect the
influence of different sources on the original col-
linearity between complementary fission fragments in
the CM. system. The shifts of the centers of gravity
of the distributions from 180° to lower values are due
mainly to the linear momenta deposited during the
cascade. Lxperimental conditions such as angular
resolution, and the beam spot size and its location
contribute to the widths of the distributions. Other
contributions arise from evaporation before and after
fission, and from tht broad distributions in mass and
charge of cascade residuals. Adding up all these parts
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is not enough to account for the experimentally ob-
served widths, however. It turns out that the main
source of the widths is the distribution of P. i.e. the
linear momentum parallel to ihe proton beam of the
cascade residuals. A code SOLID was written to
analyse the angular correlations observed. The meth-
od of analysis as well as the code are thoroughly
described elsewhere [20]. The results of these ana-
lyses, i.e. the distributions of P for Tb. La and Ag for
residual nuclei leading to fission, were converted to
excitation energy distributions using the correlations
between P, and excitation energy E* extracted from
the results of the cascade calculations. Also the effec-
tive solid angle QcU for coincidence registration is
calculated with SOLID. The error in ilM is mainly
due to the uncertainty in ihe behaviour of / ' . i.e. tin-
imparted linear momentum perpendicular to the
beam. The actual P. used were obtained from the
cascade calculations [19].

The excitation energy distribution for cascade nuclei
leading to fission is shown in Fig. 4 for the case of Ag.
The solid curve corresponds to the angular cor-
relation curve shown in Fig. 2 transformed with the
code SOLID to an excitation energy distribution.
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Fig.4. The solid curve (right hand scale) shows the angular cor-
relation curve for Ag (see Fig. 2| transformed to an energy distribu-
tion. Krom the total fission probability and the N(£') distribution
u! the cascade residuals, the fissility may be obtained as a function
of excitation energy/(£*). The values of/(£*( are shown as open
circles with error bars corresponding to the statistical errors (left
hand scale!

This distribution may be interpreted as / (£*) • N(£*),
where /(£*) is the fission probability, fissility. and
.V(£*) is the distribution of cascade residuals. It is
thus possible to obtain the ./(£*) distribution by
dividing in each energy interval by the value N(£*)
obtained in the cascade calculations (see Fig. 3). A
normalization is needed to get a correct absolute
value of the /(£*> distribution. This normalization
was done in the following manner. The total fissility
./.oi = (Tf nn ' s related t o / ( £ * ) N | £ * ) according to

./,.„ = I . /(£*)• N(£*| (3)

In deriving the value of /lol, we assume the differential
fission cross section to be constant in the center-of-
mass system, i.e. aF = 4n{doF!d(2)l)n CM. The value of
aR, the total inelastic reaction cross section, is given
by the cascade calculations. For 600 MeV protons we
find the following relation (<7R in b):

= J P ( 1 . 1 7 4 - / 4 | ; 3 + 0 . 2 5 9 ) 2 - 1 0 : (4)

The values of ftM and / (£*) obtained in this way will
be denoted experimental.

c) Fission-S pallat ion Competition Calculations

The deexcitation of the cascade residuals is treated
within the framework of the statistical evaporation
theory [21, 22] employing a code due to Dresner
based on the techniques by Dostrovsky et al. [23-25].
The code recognizes the evaporation of n. p. it. t. (Ile
and alpha-particles, and uses inverse cross sections
evaluated by Dostrovsky [23-25] instead of those
from the optical model. Another feature is the ignor-
ance of angular momentum. In the code, the level
density parameter a is treated as ;• function of A and
Z only. Several changes, see below, of the original
Dresner code were performed for the calculations
described here.
The fission width Ff was incorporated following the
Bohr-Wheeler formalism [26] and the prescription
by Dostrovsky et al. [27]. i.e.

" ( 1

ET-B.

where Fn is the neutron evaporation wid'.h. Ku

= h2 2mR with m, the neutron mass, and R = 1.70fm
the value of the radius parameter used in the inverse
cross sections. £*, Bn and Ö, arc the excitation en-
ergy, neutron binding energy and fission barrier, re-
spectively. un and of are level density parameters.
The excitation energy interval 0-600 MeV is divided
into 25 MeV wide energy bins and the fissility P{(E*)
is calculated in each bin according to

pfiE*)= i - n rp'.rljdc,(/p'Jt,uk+/;;„,„„) (6)

where A,",1,,,,,.,, is the sum of the widths for particle
evaporation in the deexcitation step /. Thus. Pf(E*\ is
simply one minus the probability that the nucleus
will emit a particle in every step of its deexcitation.
The Pf(E*) value corresponds to the experimental
value /(£*). The calculated total fissility Pf is ob-
tained by multiplying with the distribution of exci-
tation energies of the cascade residuals. \ (£*t . and
integrating over the interval 0-600 MeV. Pf corre-
sponds to the experimental value /,„, (see Sect. 4b).
The mass formula by Truran and Cameron [28] was
used to calculate the binding energies of the emitted
particles. Fission barriers were evaluated according
to

B"l'
1"{A,Z) = kBl

f
DM{A,Z)-Esl,(A,Z) (7)

where B^DM is the macroscopic fission oarrier height
[2], k is a scaling factor and ESP >:, the correction
due to ground state shell- and pairing effects obtained
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Ironi [2S]. This particular choice implies only minor
changes to thf constants used in the liquid drop
mode! [29], The value of k is a free parameter in the
calculations.
The level density parameters. ak. were evaluated with
the partition function method for systems of nonin-
teraeting fermions [30]. For the appropriate ground
stale deformation we used single particle energy lev-
els of the modified harmonic oscillator potential [31],
We thus have the level density [30J

[-'"vi
with the state density HA'*) at excitation energy E*.
arid the spin cut-off parameter n1 obtained from the
single particle energy levels [31]. The values of the
angular momentum /- are obtained from the mean
values in each energy bin of the cascade calculations.
Calculations of <•>{£*) and a1 were performed for all
excitation energv bins with A and Z values covering
those appearing in the fission-spallation competition
calculations.

For the fission branch, we used <n{L*) according to
the equidistant model and a~ was evaluated using the
ratios of the moments of inertia at the LDM saddle
point deformation to the spherical values [31]. The
second free parameter in our calculations is the ratio
ii t an where a f is used in the equidistant model.
Some details of the calculations should also be men-
tioned, The angular momentum is treated in an ap-
proxrmate way. For each partial decay width, the

anguiar momentum after evaporation, entering into
F.q. (8). was taken to be

Lk = L \l.k IMI

where ALk = l for A — 1 . 2 {neiitruns and protons). I/.,

= 2 for k — \ 4 uleuwron.s iiml iriinnsi 1/^ = 3 lor k

= 5 ( 'He particles) and ALk^-i for k =6 (alpha-par-
ticles) [33]. In each evaporation step a choice has to
be made of which particle to be emitted. We define

110)

which is sequentially summed up through the evap-

oration chain. In each step the particle type with the

largest value of Rk, is emitted. Rk, diminished bv I

and the angular momentum of the rest nu. leus is

adjusted to L- \Lk. In this way the evaporat ion

chain follows closely that which is obtained using a

Monte Car lo method.

We have also calculated an and i/, with single particle

levels from a Yukawa potential [34] with saddle

point deformations according to the liquid dr<>p

model 12]. and ground state deformations equal i.>

those used for the Nilsson levels [3IJ . In Fig. 5. we

show for La the variation of InCJ with excitation

energy for the three sets of single particle energv

levels used for this nucleus. The two sets ol level--

built on the ground state yield very similar values on

Inc; above some 20MeV of excitation. The same

conclusion is found to be true also for Tb and \ g . In

Fig. 5, the saddle point values are also close to the
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Kg. 6. I he Tilled circles with error bars represent the experimental
wilucs of the fissililv. HH'\ for Ag I sec also l-ig. 4|. Three calculated
curves are included, which all vield a calculated total lissility eu.ua!
lo the experimental one. These curves were calculated with:

0 50
1.020

0.65 0.77

I rom y2 testing one finds the curse labelled 2 to he in hest
agreement with the experimental values

ground state values of Incj. This is a special feature
lor elements close to La and does not apply to nuclei
around Tb or Ag. For these nuclei, the state densities
at the saddle points are larger than those at the
ground states.
In the fission-spallation competition calculations, we
thus have two free parameters specifying the proper-
ties of the saddle point, i.e. the fission barrier height
expressed as k BljiM and the ratio of level density
parameters at the saddle point and ground state.
uf,'cin. Several combinations of these two parameters
will for a given element yield a total fissility value Pf

in agreement with the experimentally determined val-
ue /„„. With only /„„ available, it is thus not possible
to determine k and af </„ uniquely. The additional
information required is in our case obtained from the
angular correlations between complementary fission
products converted to fissility as a function of exci-
tation energy. /(£*). 1 or Ag. this is shown as points
with error bars in rig.b with the calculated curves
included. The curves were calculated using the pa-
rameter values given in the figure caption. From y2

testing [35], a best choice can be made, in Fig. 6. the

H)>.7- I he solid curves indicate the combinations of a, j , and k
values. »Inch for each element, result in a calculated total ussiluv.
l\ in agreement with the experimental total tissihtv /,„. f he
limitations on the curves are obtained from a lit of calculated
fissihties to the experimental values. f\F.*\ Isce also Hg M The
limitations parallel to the solid curves arise from the errors in f, „.
given m Tabie2. The dotted lines show the expected behaviour ot
./, un as calculated with the use of single particle energy levels from
a Yukawa potential [34], The lines correspond to an energy region
of about 2IK>MeV around the average value ot /.* Isee table 2i

Table 2. Summar) of calculated quantities, l o r each element, va-
lues are given tor ( At''.- and < / , . . the mean values ot the mass and
charge of the fissioning nucleus, its excitation energv f.* and
temperature \flf) at the saddle point and mean value of the
fissility parameter (x). Also shown are the fission and total
inelastic reaction cross sections. at and nR . with the resulting
experimental total fissihtj. t̂l>,. The value ar un obtained in the
fission-spallation competition calculations are also given, tinallv.
the total kinetic energies at symmetric mass division are shown
together with three estimates, i.e. from the empirical formula h>
Viola f37]. the Krappe-Nix model with a friction constant ii
= 0.02 IP l?K] and the liquid drop model [2] l o r ur.inium. ihe
fission cross section is determined to 11.12-tO.I "i b

<£"?, iMcVl
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cur\e labelled 2 It is. however, not possible to obtain
agreement tor the entire excitation energy region. The
deviation observed in Fig. f> at the high energy end is
not too serious, though, as only about 10 per cent of
t, „ comes from this energy region, see Fig 4.
The results of the determinations o! k and u, am arc
summarized in Fig. 7 showing for Tb. La and Ag the
curves along which the fIM values are reproduced and
the limitations along these lines given by the angular
correlation analysis. The broken lines parallel to the
curves show the uncertainties imposed by the errors
in /„„. The dotted lines are calculated values of u. iir

to he discussed below.

In Table2. some calculated quanting :i:r.e been col-
lected for the three elements studied.

5. Discussion

The present experiment aimed at providing experi-
mental data useful for testing the applicability of
macroscopic models on the equilibrium fission of
medium-heavy nuclei, more specifically the mass
ranee 100<,4 $ 165. Several requirements must be ful-
filled b\ the experimental data to permit such com-
parisons. Thus we require HI that the process shall be
binary, and In) show symmetric mass distribution.
I nil that the fragment kinetic energies shall be con-
sistent with Coulomb repulsion energies of a two-
body system, and. finally, (ivl that the fission proba-
bility can be explained within the framework of a
statistical calculation.

The binary character of the process studied is clearly
demonstrated by the angular correlation curves
shown in Fig. 2.
In the macroscopic calculations, the symmetric sad-
dle point configuration is found stable towards small
asymmetric deformations for all values of the fissility
parameter x above the critical value .vB<i. the socalled
Businaro-Gallone point [5]. Values of vB(j close to
0.4 are obtained despite the differences in the macro-
scopic models [2. 4. 6. 32]. The mass values associated
with the Businaro-Gallone point. ,4B(i. vary, however,
due to differences in the evaluation of*. The quantity
/!„,, is predicted to occur in the mass region A = KM)
to .4 = 140. A dramatic change in the mass distribu-
tion is expected when the limit is approached L'.S
demonstrated in the calculations of [2]. The width of
the mass distribution increases, and below (he limit,
the distribution is expected to be highly asymmetric
with increasing yield for increa.sing mass .isym-
metr>.

We do not sec any sign of the critical Husinaro-
Ciallonc point [IO| as both Tb and Ag show sym-
metric distribution-. These two nuclei thus fulfill the

30
200 600 BOO

Kig.lt. I xpcrinient.il \aiucs of the total kinetic energi release '. r
^immetric ma>s dmsiors The experimental dat.i are most!) tr-1":
hejii-ion induced fission i~l [4 ! j I.-.I (41)]. tj-> '• 12\. i • • , : ; ( \
the re>ul(\ of the present »ork »:th 600 MeV pr.>!.>r> are denotes
fc> filled cirde> I he Viola semi-empirical formui.i iiekl* i'ne revj;:
indicated »nh a ^ohii line [3~j T » i ' macro\c.'prc modeh .ire .iS<
included i.e. the liquid drop moiiei i i j2j .md the Kr.ippe-N.»
model I I [.'"•] with .! !nc!ion ci^efficseni u = O.O2 TP

second criterion given above. La. on the other hand,
seem.-, to result in a stable asymmetric distribution
and does not fulfill the second criterion. A similar
stable asymmetry is well known in the actinide region
where the explanation may be found in shell effects at
the saddle point. For La. the saddle point and scis-
sion point are expected to be very close and shell
effects in the two fragments could provide an expla-
nation for the observed asymmetry. The magic num-
ber V = 50 fits well with the observed distribution. At
first sight, however, the high excitation energy in-
volved seems to prevent the survival of shell effects.
On the other hand, the saddle point stiffness constant
against mass asymmetry. Km [2J. is close to zero for
La. i.e. nuclei in this mass region are soft toward
asymmetric deformations in contrast to the actinides
The shell effects in the case of La need not be so
strong as in the case of the actinides. It is possible
thai shell effects play a role also for \g as symmetric
mass division in this case corresponds approximately
to two " ( a ions. We intend to study these questions
further.

The variations of the single fragment and the total
kinetic energies with mass as shown in Fig. I. agree
qualitatively with the expected behaviour of the Cou-
lomb repulsion energies of deformed two-body sys-
tems. The total kinetic energies for strictly symmetric
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Fig.9. A collection of determinations of macroscopic fission barrier heights and ratios j ( ,in The lines are only meant as guides to the eye.
The shaded areas represent determinations with alpha-particles and protons [35], the open circles heavy-ion induced fission data [ I I ] and
the Tilled circles are from the present work

mass divisions, corrected for neutron evaporation
from the fragments, are shown in Fig. 8 and Table 2.
Above the Z2A'1'3 range shown, the experimental
data follows closely the solid line [39] which is the
relation given by Viola [37]. The usual liquid drop
model prediction [2] lies about 10-13 MeV below the
empirical relation of Viola [37]. The inclusion of
finite range [4] and friction [38] increases the total
kinetic energies a few MeV as can be seen in Fig. 8. It
may be concluded, however, that the third criterion
given above is fulfilled.
/AS seen in the fission-spallation competition calcu-
lations, the last requirement is also fulfilled as much
as the behaviour of /(£*), the fissility as a function of
excitation energy, can be reproduced with a statistical
model. In Fig. 9, we compare our values of k with
values obtained in the analysis of heavy-ion induced
fission [11]. Our results show a smaller reduction for
Tb and Ag than do the heavy-ion data. La should not
be compared with LDM predictions as we observe
asymmetric fission for La. Obviously the asymmetric
barrier is lower than the symmetric one. It is interest-
ing to observe that the lower than normal value of
the total fissility, /lo(, for La compared to Ag and Tb
is not caused by a higher than normal fission barrier
but by a lower than normal value on af/an showing
the importance of this parameter. In Fig. 7 we have
included calculated values of af/an obtained from the
single particle energy levels of [34]. Also in the

calculated values, we find a lower than normal value
of «//«„ for La. F*'or all three elements, satisfactory
agreement is obtained between thz two independent
determinations of a{ian, i.e. from a level density cal-
culation using single particle energy levels for the
saddle- and ground state configurations and from the
fission-spallation competition calculations.
Beckerman and Blann [11] have examined the possi-
ble physical significance of the statistical fission pa-
rameters derived from analyses of heavy-ion induced
fission. They conclude that several aspects, such as
the influence of shell-structure, particle transmission
coefficients and the coupling of collective to intrinsic
degrees of freedom need to be examined further be-
fore definite conclusions may be drawn. They also
mention that the rotating liquid drop model for-
mulation [7] needs further attention.
Compared to [11], we have in the present work used
a different code for the fission-spallation competition
calculations, a different macroscopic model [2] and.
finally, the bombarding particles were protons. We
furthermore included shell structure effects in the
ground states for the calculations of level densities.
The same conclusion is reached, however, that the
macroscopic fission barriers resulting from a statisti-
cal analysis are much lower than those predicted by
the macroscopic model. We also observe other short-
comings of the macroscopic models. These models
predict too low values of the total kinetic energy
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Fig. 10. Macroscopic fission barriers for nuclei around Tb, I.a and
Ag. In each case, the Z-value was kept fixed (Z = 64. 57 and 47,
respectively) and the mass reduced with AA iAA =0 corresponds to
A = 155, 139 and I0X, respectively). The models used are the liquid
drop model (LDM) [2], the Krappe-Nix model (K.V) [4] and the
droplet model (DM) [3]

release. The Businaro-Gallone point predicted by all
the macroscopic models was not found in the experi-
ment.
The reduced barriers found may be explained by
several factors as already mentioned. The inclusion of
finite range effects in the normal liquid drop model
[4] results for nuclei along the line of beta-stability in
decreased barrier height with some 10-30";,. This is
not necessarily true for the region of nuclei involved
in the fission process induced by heavy ions or me-
dium energy protons. In Fig. 10. the macroscopic
barriers are shown for nuclei around Tb. La and Ag
for constant Z and varying A. Barriers arc given for
three macroscopic models, the liquid drop model [2],
the Krappe-Nix model [4] and the droplet model [3,
43J. For nuclei 5-10 nucleons away from beta-stabi-
lity, relations between the calculated barriers may

differ substantially from those at beta-stability
( J . 1 * 0 i n Fig. 10).
The barrier reduction could also be caused by ther-
mal effects [8]. For the temperatures involved, see
Table 2. the reduction is expected to be around 10-
15"„. Such a reduction would, however, also imply a
similar reduction in the total kinetic energy release
which is not observed experimentally.
We used the liquid drop model [2] without any
angular momentum dependence incorporated into
the barrier height calculation. However, the cascade
calculations provide the angular momentum values
imparted -n the cascade. These values are expected to
be rather close to those possessed by the fissioning
nuclei as it turns out that fission occurs most fre-
quently in the first few steps of the fission-evap-
oration competition chain. Typical values would then
be around 10 ft which, in the rotating liquid drop
model, corresponds to a barrier reduction of only a
few per cent. Even if the angular momenta were 20
30ft, the reductions would not exceed 20"u. Also the
positions of the lines in Fig. 7 would be rather un-
changed. Some indications of large angular momenta
may be found for Ag in Fig. I. the total kinetic
energy being independent of the mass. This could
indicate that the fissioning nuclei have larger than
anticipated angular momentum [40], The two other
samples investigated. Tb and La. do not show this
behaviour.

We may thus conclude that even if some of the effects
mentioned above could be responsible for part of the
barrier reduction, the large decrease observed is es-
sentially unexplained. It seems as if more compact
saddle point shapes for the light and medium-heavy
nuclei could explain the discrepancies observed in
fission barrier heights, kinetic energy release and
perhaps also in the location of the Businaro-Gallone
point.
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useful discussions with B. I orkman. I. l.ncson. P Möller, JK Ni\
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supported by the Swedish Natural Science Research Council and
by the Norwegian Research Council for Science and the Huma-
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Abstract

FISSION OF LIGHT AND MEDIUM-HEAVY NUCLEI INDUCED BY 600-MeV PROTONS
The fission of 89Y, l2i' l 2 3Sb and 139La induced by 600-MeV protons is studied with

the double-kinetic-energy method. The binary character of the process is demonstrated for Y
with an in-plane angular-correlation curve. The total kinetic energies at symmetric mass
division are corrected for the effects of neutron evaporation after fission and found to be in
good agreement with Viola's empirical relationship. For La, strong indications of a stable
asymmetric mass distribution are observed, which can be explained from similar arguments as
those used for the actinides. In the investigated mass range, i.e. masses at and above Y, no
indication is found of the Businaro-Gallone limit expected to occ.ir somewhere in the mass
range A = 100 to A = 140.

1 INTRODUCTION

Various macroscopic models are used in connection with the in-

terpretation of fission phenomena. Some of the energy terms in these

models are shape-dependent and the associated constants are partly de-

termined from fits to experimentally obtained fission barrier heights

for nuclei in a mass range around A»200. Macroscopic fission barrier

heights calculated with the models [1-4] agree in that mass range for

obvious reasons; however, for medium-heavy and light nuclei the predic-

tions disagree. For a given nucleus the calculated barrier heights may

differ as much as 10-15 MeV. The models agree, however, perfectly on

the value of x^,, the critical Businaro-Gallone limit [5], defined as

329
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the value of the fissility parameter x below which the symmetric saddle

point goes unstable against the mass-asynmetry coordinate. Due to dif-

ferences in the evaluation of x the Businaro-Gallone point is predicted

to appear somewhere in the mass range A»100 [1-3] to A»140 [4]. A dra-

matic change in the fragment mass distribution, from symmetric to highly

asymmetric, is expected when approaching and passing the critical mass

value as shown by the calculations of ref. [6].

In a series of experiments we have studied the fission process

in medium-heavy and light nuclei using 600 MeV protons as bombarding

particles. The goal of these investigations was to collect experimental

data relevant to the answering of the questions: 1) How does the fission

barrier height vary for medium-heavy and light elements and 2) does the

critical Businaro-Gallone limit exist, if so where is it located. In the

present paper we will mainly concentrate on the second of these questions

and discuss the properties of fission products from fission induced in

La, Sb and Y. We have earlier found that La has fission characteristics

-differing from those shown by other medium-heavy nuclei [7-9]. Both the

width and shape of the mass distribution indicated the possibility of a

stable asymmetric mass division for La [8], whereas the mass distribu-

tions of the other investigated nuclei were symmetric and gaussian sha-

ped as expected from liquid drop model calculations [6]. Below we will

present new data for La obtained in order to investigate these questions

further.

The lightest element studied earlier was Ag [7,8] close to or

below the calculated location of the Businaro-Gallone point [1-4]. Due

to the wide mass distribution obtained for La it was difficult to out-

rule the location of x__ corresponding to A»100 although we for Ag ob-

served a value of the FWHM. (full width at half maximum height of the

mass distribution) a factor of about 3 lower than calculated in ref.

[6]. The elements Sb and Y were included in the new measurements in or-

der to obtain further experimental data points below La.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experiment was performed at the CERN synchro-cyclotron.

Thin samples of La, Sb and Y, all of natural composition, were irradia-
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TABLE I. SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

The error in the thickness determination is 8%.

The detection limit is typically 2 ng/cm .

331

Element

Thickness (jJg/cm ) a

Major impurities

(ng/cm )

Fe
Ca
Cl
S

89
39*

124

8.1
34
36
213

121,

Fe
Cu

123..
51sb

233

<2.0
<2.0

139.
5?La

155

Ta 302

ted with 600 MeV protons with beam intensities of 20-50 nA and a duty

factor of about 0.5.

Samples were fabricated by vacuumevaporation of LaF_, metallic
2

Sb and metallic Y on,40yg/cm thick carbon foils. The thicknesses and ma-

jor impurities were determined using the PIXE-method [10], see Table I.

The 0.2 Z impurity of Ta in the La sample originates from the Ta-boat

used in the evaporation. From the fission cross sections of La and Ta

[7,9] it is estimated that about 4 % of the events collected in the ca-

se of the La sample will be caused by fission induced in Ta. The majori-

ty of these events was excluded on the basis of the larger total kine-

tic energy release for Ta compared to La.

Samples and detectors were placed in a vacuum scattering cham-

ber during irradiations. Coincidences were measured with two detector

arms. One arm was kept fixed at 90° with respect to the incoming proton

beam, the other moved in-plane to the desired position.

The arm fixed at 90° contained a transmission start detector

and a Si surface barrier stop detector. The time-of-flight distance was
2

12.9 cm. The transmission detector consisted of a 20 yg/cm carbon foil,

placed at 45° with respect to the time-of-flight path, viewed by two

channel electron multiplier plates (CEMP) [11]. On the passage of a hea-

vy ion electrons are emitted from the carbon foil, and these are partly

collected on the CEMP-detector resulting in an amplification of about 108,
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160

¥ , , / DC6REES

140 120

FIG.l. Fission product angular correlation with detector 1 fixed at 90° with respect to the
incoming proton beam. The in-plane angular-correlation curve shown was obtained for Y.

252With a source of Cf the efficiency was found better than 95 X for

fission fragments and the time resolution around 0.8 ns.

On the moveable arm a gasionization chamber [12] was placed.

It consisted of 9.4 cm of 902 Ar- 10Z CH, gas at a pressure of 20 torr

for energy loss measurements. Inside the chamber a Si surface barrier

detector was used for residual energy measurements. The entrance win-
2

dow, dia. 20 mm, was a 20 pg/cm thick plastic foil supported by a Ni
mesh with 97Z open area. The purpose of the gasionization chamber was

to eliminate a large proportion of the background events from the ana-

lysis. The Si detectors and the gasionization chamber were energy-cali-

brated with alpha-particles and fission fragments from a thin 252Cf

source.

For each coincident event, i.e. with signals above 5 MeV in

both Si-detectors within 100 ns, we registered on tape event by event

two energy signals (Si-detectors), one energy loss signal from the gas-

ionization chamber and three time-of-flight signals. These latter were

measures of the time differences between the start detector and each

Si-detector and between the two Si-detectors. Under bean-conditions the

time resolution was deteriorated from 0.8 ns to about 2 ns which pre-

vented any accurate velocity measurements. The time information obtained
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TABLE II. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Element Sb La

Number of events
analysed

<T > (MeV)a
tot sym

o<T > (MeV)
tot sym

FWTM (MeV)
tot

128

46.5

8.3

30+3

81

69.6

9.3

20±3

267

77.7

11.0

30±3

Uncorrected for the effects of neutron evaporation.

TABLE HI. CALCULATED FISSION CHARACTERISTICS

Element Sb La

ZF

82

38

56.8

114

49

82.5

130

55

88.6

Corrected for the effects of neutron evaporation.

was merely used in the of f - l ine analysis to reduce the coincidence win-

dow to around 2 ns. The experiment i s thus to be characterized as a

double-kinetic-energy measurement.

3 RESULTS

The kinetic energies of coincident fission products were deter'

mined from the surface barrier and gasionization detector amplitudes
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using the calibration procedure suggested by Kaufman et al. [13]. Ener-

gy losses in sample, backing and transmission detector, typically 2-5

MeV for each product, were corrected for using electronic and nuclear

stopping power data according to the formalism of Munzel [14]. The in-

plane angular correlation curve for Y is shown in Fig. 1 which gives the

relative coincidence rate as a function of the angle between the two de-

tector arms. The occurence of a coincident event was determined from the

measured times-of-flight and the energy loss in the gasionization cham-

ber. Similar angular correlation curves have been obtained for Ag, La and

Tb [15].

From the single product kinetic energies of complementary pro-

ducts, E. and E_, the masses were obtained from the approximate rela-

tion

M, tot
(1)

where A_ is the estimated mass of the fissioning nucleus (see Table III)

and T t"
Ei + E

2 the total kinetic energy in the center of mass system.

The distributions of the relative masses U-M./A. are shown for I .a in

Fig. 2 and for Y and Sb in Fig. 3. According to ref. [16] the mass re-

solution in double-kinetic-energy measurements may be obtained from the

variances observed for E. and E_. The mass resolution for U (one stan-

dard deviation) is estimated to be 0.11 for Y, 0.08 for Sb and 0.07 for

La.

A summary of kinetic energy results is presented in Table II.

The values of <T > and O<T > apply to symmetric mass divisions,
tot sym tot sym r r '

We estimate the energy resolution in the experiment to be 2.5 NeV ta-

king into account uncertainties connected with energy loss corrections

and the calibration procedure.

4 DISCUSSION

In the case of fission induced by 600 MeV protons the reaction

is considered to be devided into two steps. First the fast intranuclear

cascade resulting in cascade residual* with broad distributions in ex-

citation energy, imparted linear and angular momenta, mass and charge

[17], followed by the slow evaporation step in which fission may compete.

Fission-spallation competition calculations were performed for Ag, La and
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Tb [15] the results of which were used in the present work to estimate

the properties of the fissioning nuclei (see Table III). The average

value of the imparted angular momentum turns out to be about 10 R with

a standard deviation around 10 H.

4.1. Angular correlations

The in-plane angular correlation curve for Y shown in Fig. 1

reflects the influence of experimental conditions, reaction steps prior

to fission and the fission process itself. The shift in the position of

the center of gravity from 180 is caused by the in the cascade imparted

linear momentum. An analysis of the contributions to the width of the

angular correlation curve [18] indicates that the width is mainly deter-

mined by experimental conditions and the distribution of momenta impar-

ted in the cascade. Evaporation before and after fission has only a

minor influence on the width.

4.2. Kinetic energy release

The total kinetic energy values at symmetric mass divisions

<T > (see Table II) were corrected for the effects of neutron eva-
tot sym

poration after fission following the procedure of ref. [19]. The cor-

rected value is obtained from the relation

tot tot
12'5 (2)

where E is the estimated excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus.

The relation is an approximation of the expression given in ref. [19],

however, sufficiently accurate for our purposes. In the fission-spalla-

tion competition calculations on Ag, La and Tb [15] we found values of

E_ around 200 MeV and this value was also used in the present work.

The values of < E t o t
>
8 V_

 at symmetric mass divisions for Y, Ag,

Sb, La and Tb are compared to calculated values in Fig. 4. The experimen-

tal points are in good agreement with the empirical relation of Viola

[20]. The two macroscopic model calculations [4,6] are approximately 10

MeV below the experimental data points. Other experimental investiga-

tions of the total kinetic energy release in the fission of medium-heavy

and light nuclei also favour the Violaws empirical relation [21-23].
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FIG. 3. The distributions of relative mass U obtained for Y and Sb.
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i 10-

FIG.4. The experimental values of the total kinetic energy release (£Wiym at symmetric mass
division corrected for the effects of neutron evaporation after fission compared to calculated
values. The curves are:
1) The empirical relationship of Viola [2O]given by Etot = O.lO7l^lAxn + 22.2 (solid line),
2) the liquid-drop-model calculation of Nix [6] (dashed line^and
3) the prediction ofKrappe and Nix [4] with a friction coefficient n = 0.02 TP (dash-dot line).
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FIG.5. Experimental values of the relative width of the mass distribution in fission of medium-
heavy and light nuclei induced by 600-MeVprotons (present work, circles) and 1-GeV protons
([9\ squares). The solid curve is calculated with the formalism of Ref. [6] with the critical
Businaro-Gallone limit located at tf/A around 20.
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4.3. Mass distributions

The mass distributions obtained are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for

La and for Y and Sb, respectively. In the case of La there is a clear

indication of a stable asymnetric mass division. For Sb and Y symmetric

shapes seem appropriate, the low value observed for Y in the interval

0.5 to 0.55 is caused by the bin division used. In fig. 5 the values of
2

FWHM./A-, are shown versus the parameter Z /A. This figure thus displayes

the observed width of the mass distributions relative to the maximum

possible widths. We have included data obtained at Gatchina [9] with

1 GeV protons. Apart from La the values of FWHM /A_ are rather constant

in sharp contrast to the liquid drop model prediction (solid curve).

This curve was calculated as described in ref. [8] using the formalism

of Nix [6]. The steep rise observed is connected with the location of

the critical Businaro-Gallone point close to Ag (Z /A approximately 20).

From the behaviour of the experimental data we may thus conclude that

we have seen no sign of the Businaro-Gallone limit, although the lightest

element investigated (Y) is well below the limit predicted by macrosco-

pic theories.

The width and shape of the mass distribution for La suggest

that for this nucleus the mass distribution is influenced by shell ef-

fects. Such effects, either at the saddle point [24] or at the scission

point [25], are found to cause the stable asymmetric mass distributions

observed in the actinide region. The shell effects are known to disappear

when the excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus is increased, and

at bombarding energies around 100 MeV the shell effects are normally com-

pletely washed out. For medium-heavy and light nuclei excitation energies

around 200 MeV seems appropriate and one would expect shell effects to

be uneffective in the fission process of these nuclei. The stiffness

against mass-asymmetric deformations [6] is much lower for La than for

the actinides and one would expect medium-heavy nuclei to be softer to

this type of deformations. This could extend the excitation energy range

in which shell effects can survive. For medium-heavy nuclei the saddle—

and scission point configurations are expected to be close [6] and shell

effects in the fragments could be the reason for the observed mass distri-

bution. The excitation energy of the fragments is estimated to 100 MeV.
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Recently Johansson [26] suggested an interesting explanation to

the possible mass asymmetry for La. In ref. [27] he calculated the stabi-

lity of heavy nuclei against an octupole deformation and found certain

regions very soft to this deformation. For elongated shapes stable octu-

pole deformations was found. For the actinides a linear relationship vas

established between the mass ratio of the fission fragments and the de-

gree of octupole deformation at the saddle point. The asymmetric mass

distribution in the actinide region was found to be correlated with the

occurence of special levels in the employed Nilsson level diagram [28].

Johansson observed that these levels, of opposite parity obeying cer-

tain selection rules, show a periodic shell effect and suggested that

the mass asymmetry might also show this shell effect. Thus mass asym-

metry was expected to appear around proton number 72 [27] and a very

preliminary study shows that the neutron number 78 seems to favour

asymmetric fission [26]. A close examination of the results from Gat-

china [9,29] shows that the mass distribution obtained for W (proton

number 74) is indeed similar to those observed for moderatly excited

nuclei in the actinide region.

Turning to La the explanation suggested by Johansson [26,27]

could imply that for neutron numbers close to 78 there will be two

asymmetric valleys with deformation energies below that of the symme-

tric path. The exact location in deformation space is not known at

present. The crucial influence of neutron number 78 could explain why

Plasil et al. [21] did not observe any mass asymmetry in the fission

induced by Ne in Ag. In this case the value of FWW! /A_ if close

to 0.3 in agreement with the values shown in Fig. 5. The maximum neu-

tron number is in this case 70, however, well below the important value

78.

We may thus conclude that the explanation briefly described

above is quite promising and quantitative calculations will be perfor-

med following these ideas. The mechanism behind the survival of shell

effects to the high excitation energies expected in the fission of

medium-heavy and light nuclei is,however, not understood at present.
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DISCUSSION

E. CHEIFETZ: You excite your nuclei up to about 600 MeV, though the
excitation of the fissioning species itself is not known. Is it possible, do you
think, that some 10-15 neutrons are emitted prior to the fissioning, thereby
bringing the fissility parameter up by 10-20%, and thus above the Businaro-Gallone
point?

B. SCHR0DER: Fission-spallation competition calculations that have been
performed for La indicate that some 5-10 nucleons are emitted. I don't think
that this will change the Z2/A value to any extent, since both neutrons and protons
are emitted.

H.H. DUHM: In 3He-induced fission on 169Tm at E3 H e = 40 MeV we have

observed, within the low statistical figure of ~ 600-800 collected fission events, a
dip in the mass distribution for symmetric fission, the two peaks being separated
by ~ 8-10 mass units.

R.L. FERGUSON: Dr. Schroder, the Businaro-Gallone point is transformed
into a curve with angular momentum and would decrease the fissility parameter
value at which the Businaro-Gallone transition occurs. Does your system have
enough angular momentum to affect your conclusion?

B. SCHR0DER: Fission-spallation calculations indicate 10 has a mean with
a width of 10 h.

I.S. GRANT: Were you able to deduce the barriers in these reactions, or
were the uncertainties introduced by the evaporation calculation too great?

B. SCHR0DER: Barriers were deduced for La, Ag and Tb. They show that
for Tb the liquid-drop barrier has to be reduced to 80% of the theoretical value.
For La and Ag the reduction was found to be ~ 65%.
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The 600 MeV proton-induced fission process of Ce and Yb has been investigated with the double-kinetic-energy
method. Mass distributions of these and other medium-heavy and light nuclei are compared to predictions of
macroscopic models. No sign of the Businaro-Galkme point, below which the saddle point becomes unstable
towards mass asymmetric deformations, is observed. For Ce a stable asymmetric mass distribution is found which
may be explained in terms of shell structure effects.
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Fission characteristics of medium-heavy and
light nuclei may be calculated with macroscopic
models such as the liquid drop model.1 A common
feature of these models2"' is the prediction of the
existence of a limit below which the symmetric
saddle point becomes unstable towards mass asym-
metric distortions. The location of this limit,
the Businaro-Gallone point, is in all models close
to x = 0.4, where x is the fissility parameter.1

Due to differences in the evaluation of x in the
various models, the mass number ABO correspond-
ing to xaa differs; thus, ABa is expected to appear
somewhere in the mass region from 100 to 140.
Apart from this difference, other model predic-
tions, such as the isospin dependence and the
heights of fission barriers, also differ. The mod-
els are frequently used in the actinide and super-
heavy element regions in connection with the mac-
roscopic-microscopic method.1 In view of the
widespread use of the macroscopic models, it is
of importance to obtain experimental data for
testing various predictions of the models. In this
article we present experimental results relevant
to the question of the location of the Businaro-
Gallone point. Furthermore, we report experi-
mental evidence for a new region of stable mass-
asymmetric deformation similar to that found in
the actinide region.

The experiment was performed at the CERN
synchrocyclotron. Thin samples of Ce and Yb,
both of natural composition, were irradiated with
600 MeV protons with beam intensities of 20-50
nA and a duty factor of about 0.5. Sample thick-
nesses, around 100 jjg/cm2, and impurities were
determined with the PKE method.' Two detector
arms were used to register coincidences; one

arm was kept fixed at 90° with respect to the di-
rection of the proton beam, the other moved in
plane to the desired position. Each arm contained
a Si surface barrier detector of the heavy ion type.
The detector on the fixed arm was preceded by a
start transmission detector consisting of a 20
jig/cm2 carbon foil and two channel electron multi-
plier plates.1 On the movable arm, the Si detector
was placed inside a 9.4 cm gas ionization counter8

with 90% Ar-10% CH4 gas at a pressure of 20
Torr. The detectors were calibrated with fission
fragments and alpha particles from a thin 252Cf
source. The coincidences, defined by signals
in both Si detectors above 5 MeV within 100 ns,
were stored event by event on magnetic tape. Each
event contains two energy signals (Si detectors),
one energy loss signal from the ionization chamb-
er, and four time-of-flight signals. The latter
Signals were measures of the time differences
between the start detector and the two Si detec-
tors, between the two Si detectors, and, finally,
between the gas ionization counter and the Si de-
tector inside the chamber. Under beam conditions
the time resolution for the first three signals was
around 2 ns, which, with our time-of -flight dis-
tances of 10-20 cm, prevented any accurate vel-
ocity measurements. The time information was
merely used to reduce the coincidence window
and the experiment is thus to be considered as a
double-kinetic-energy measurement. The kinetic
energies of the coincident fission products were
determined from Vie Si detector and gas ionization
detector amplitudes using, for the Si detectors,
the calibration procedure given by Kaufman el al.9

The total fission cross section for medium-
heavy and light nuclei is of the order of 1 mb,

24 769 © 1981 The American Physical Society
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180 140160
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FIG. 1. Coincidence rate as a function of the angle
<pn between the detectors for 600 MeV proton induced
fission of Yb (lower part). Also shown are the extracted
excitation energy (central part) and the measured total
kinetic energy release (upper part) as a function of the
angle between the detectors.

tal conditions and the distribution of linear mo-
mentum imparted in the cascade.10 From the
close connection between imparted linear momen-
tum and excitation energy it is possible to extract
the mean excitation energy {££) of cascade resid-
uals leading to fission at different angle settings
between the detectors. The procedure is some-
what model dependent, as discussed in detail in
Ref. 10. The values obtained for Yb are shown
in the central part of Fig. 1. The excitation ener-
gy increases from around 200 MeV at collinearity
to a maximum value of some 400 MeV. This in-
crease is accompanied by a decrease in the cas-
cade residual mass, whereas the charge is al-
most constant.11 The upper part of Fig. 1 shows
the corresponding average values of the total kin-
etic energy release. The decrease is caused by
the combined effects of decreasing average mass
and charge and increasing excitation energy (£ J>
of the fissioning nuclei. (Note that (£// is around
50-100 MeV lower than <£*).)

For Ce an angular correlation measurement
was prevented by limited irradiation time. The
data reported for Ce was taken with <pl2 = 165°
between the detectors, a value which corresponds
to the maximum coincidence rate for the neigh-
boring element La.11

Masses were determined from the single product
kinetic energies £ , and E2 using the approximate
relation U = Ml/AF = Ei/(Et+E2), where A , is the

resulting in fission probabilities in the range of
0.0005 to 0.005. It was nevertheless possible to
completely reject background events employing
the time-of-flight information and the energy loss
measurements.

Some characteristic features of the 600 MeV
proton-induced fission process in medium-heavy
and light nuclei are illustrated in Fig. 1 with data
obtained for Yb. The reaction process is con-
sidered to consist of two steps. The fast intra-
nuclear cascade, leaving residuals with broad
distributions in mass and charge and in imparted
excitation energy, linear and angular momenta,
is followed by the slow evaporation step in which
fission may compete. The in-plane angular corre-
lation curve (lower part of Fig. 1), which proves
the binary character of the process studied, re-
flects the influence of experimental conditions,
reaction steps prior to fission, and the fission
process. The shift in the position of the center
of gravity from collinearity (180°) is caused by
linear momentum deposition in reaction steps
prior to fission. An analysis of the contributions
to the width of the correlation curve indicates
that the width is mainly determined by experimen-

0 05
RELATIVE MASS U

FIG. 2. The distribution of relative masses obtained
in the 600 MeV proton-induced fission of Yb (lower part)
and Ce (upper part).
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average mass number of the fissioning nucleus.
The resolution in the relative mass is about 0.07
for Ce and 0.06 for Yb, as estimated from the
variances observed for £ , and £ , . " The distribu-
tion of relative masses for Yb and Ce are shown
in Fig. 2. For Yb we obtain a symmetric, Gaus-
sian shaped distribution, in agreement with the
prediction of the liquid drop model calculations
of Nix.2 For Ce, the observed mass distribution
is wide, non-Gaussian shaped, with a clear indi-
cation of a stable asymmetric deformation. We
have earlier observed a similar distribution for
the element La.11 The Ce distribution is some-
what cut off for small values of V, an effect of
the corresponding cut off in the E, distribution
caused by losses of low energy products in the
gas ionization counter. Below, we will first dis-
cuss the variation of the widths, [full width at
half maximum (FWHM)] of the distributions of
relative masses V and then the distributions for
Ce and La.

Experimental values of the mass distribution
widths are compared to calculated values in Fig.
3. The liquid drop model calculations of Nix2 are
employed; however, the other macroscopic
models are expected to show the same general
trend, i.e., a sharp increase in the calculated
width in the vicinity of the critical Businaro-
Gallone limit. For Z*/A values below 30 the ex-
perimental values are rather constant and the
three points below Z'/A «22 show widths much
smaller than those calculated. The experimental
data thus seems to exclude the existence of the
Businaro-Gallone point, at least in the mass re-
gion investigated.

FIG. 3. Experimental values of the relative widths
of mass distribution» in the fusion induced by 600 MeV
protons (Ref. 13 and present work, circles) and 1 OeV
protons (Ref. 14, squares). The solid curve is calcu-
lated with the liquid drop model (Ref. 2) in which the
critical Buslnaro-Oallone point is located at ZllA
around 20.

In an analysis of heavy-ion fusion-fission data a
similar conclusion is drawn. With "S ions
Oeschler et al.li found, for decreasing mass of
the composite system, a gradual transformation
from symmetric to asymmetric mass division.
This is , however, not related to the Businaro-
Gallone limit. Instead, the transformation signi-
fies the increasing importance of deep inelastic
processes with varying degrees of thermalization.

The mass distributions of all elements displayed
in Fig. 3, apart from La and Ce, are symmetric,
in agreement with calculations* for nuclei above
the Businaro-Gallone limit. For La and Ce we
observe stable asymmetric mass distributions
which, however, does not indicate that the critical
limit is close to these elements, since the Bus-
inaro-Gallone limit is connected with an unstable
asymmetry with increasing yield for increasing
mass asymmetry. Stable asymmetric mass dis-
tributions may in the actintde region be correlated
to the occurrence of special levels, e.g., in a
Nilsson level diagram."-1T These levels, of op-
posite parity obeying certain selection rules,
show a periodic shell effect and it has been sug-
gested that the r"»ss asymmetry might show a
similar periodicity." Thus Johansson'* has
pointed out that neutron numbers around N = 78
may favor mass asymmetric divisions. Also,
more complete calculations'* have recently shown
that for certain deformation values (c, around
0.9) at N=S0 the energy gain for asymmetric fis-
sion is about 10 MeV compared to symmetric
fission. These neutron numbers around N = 78-80
are close to those expected in the fission of La
and Ce, i.e., with the region where we observe
the effect experimentally. Fission-spallation
competition calculations" thus yield average
values of N * 55, 74, and 88 for the fissioning
nuclei in the cases of Ag, La, and Tb, respec-
tively. The apparent agreement between theory
and experiment may be fortuitous, however, as
the deformation parameters of the saddle point
are not well known, and also, the excitation en-
ergies of the fissioning nuclei, around 200 MeV, "
seem too high to allow shell effects to survive.
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